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Professor's Dismissal Sparks 
Faculty and Student Protest 

by OE-,mis Lombardi 
Kenneth Payne, lecturer in Judith Friedlander, Dean 

anthropology, has been dis of Social Sciences, and head 
missed from the Social Scien of the socio'iogy department , 
ces faculty, and a number of has expressed her concern 
his students and colleagues over the dismissal. She said 
have started an aggressive she feels this is but one more 
campaign to have the deci example of the administra
sion reversed . tion's failure to acknowledge 

The students, with some recommendations from both 
social science faculty sup the students and the faculty. 
port, have begun distributing In her words , "Ken, is the 
petitions requesting that most popular anthropology 
Payne be kept on, and have teacher we have. " 
also written letters in his sup Friedlander added: "He is 
port to the . college very well prepared and 
adminsitration. dynamic in class and con

Nathaniel Seigel, vice pres cerned about his students 
ident for Academic Affairs , well beyond the call of duty. 
said he is aware of Payne 's After three yea-rsof outstand
popularity and contributions ing service to this school , he . 
to the college, but his deci is be ing treated quite . 

SENATE EXECUTIVES: President-elect Bruce Brooks (top left) and Vice President of sion to dismiss the professor shabbily." 
.~ent Organizations Cheryl Taylor (bottom right). Acting President Tonya Jones was based on evaluating John Howard, assistant vice 

tefused to have her photograph taken, and " suggested" that Vice President for "where student need seems president for Acadmic Affairs 
to exist. " (and former Dean of socialFinance Marc E. Barnes do the same. 

Seigel went on to say that sciences), was asked how he 
anthropology is a "less hot felt about Payne's dismissal ,Senate Names Brooks as President After subject these days than it was and replied: "Ken is a valua

in the early seventies. " He ble member of the academic 


. said he could not defend the . community. He has contrib
Election COlnmlttee's Ruling 
anthropology position when uted greatly to the natu ral 

Suzanne Cascio other areas of the college, history museum. I am not 
Eric Nagourney such as the freshman studies really familiar with the details 

It high ly controversial the Senate seat . According to overstepped its authority, program,~ need the faculty. 	 of his dismissal , but I hope 
something works out for eveelection ended the Senate Constitution, · and that while the Commit- Althoug~ he say~ he harbors 

the Student Senate over "The President of the Senate tee had had the right to dis- no flegatl~e feel.Jngs towards ryone involved." 

the decisio/1 of the shall have been a student at qualify Brooks when he Payne, Seigel said .h~ feels a Payne's main reaction to 
his sudden dismissal seems toElection Committee Purchase for at least two full applied to run, it could not do permanent ~osltl?n for 

disqualify Bruc~ Brooks, consecutive semesters imme t• d on page 5 freshman studies will con- be one primarily of puzzlecon mue Itribute 
. 

more to college ment, and he observed that,candidate for president diately prior to the date that 
NEW DEVELOPMENT growth. continued on page 5captured by qr most of he/ she assumes office." 


votes cast. 
 POSES PROBLEMBrooks, a freshman , has notHowever, because under Defeated presidential can
yet completed his second full didate Alfred Miller said lateSenate Constitution 's 
semester, and so the Election Wednesday night that Brucenes Brooks is not cur-
Comm ittee, a standing Brooks is ineligible to takeeligible to Serve in the 
Senate committee, disquali  office because he won by aJones, the newly 
fied him after counting the plurality, and the Senate Conexecutive vice presi

stitution requires that a candi551 ballots that were cast for serving in the capacity date win by a majority.president on April 21,22 andacting pres ident until the Brooks drew 217 of 55123.of the semestEtr . votes cast for President. A 
Much of the controversy At its Tuesday night meet majority would have been 276 

over the constitutional ing, the Senate asserted that votes. Miller received 98 

of Brooks' candidacy for the Election Committee had 
 votes. · E I su~i~:ria:~:r, ~~~o~:dCt~~; 

• he met for an hour Wednes
. day afternoon with ActingI N 5 I D 

College President Henrik Dul

4 I
lea, and that Dullea then met 

Despite recent rains, the drought still with Dean of Student Affairs 
Charles Fisher.poses potentially serious problems. 

Miller said that Dullea agreed 
with him that Brooks had not 

6 IIINew Briefs: a report on grading at the 	 won the election, and said 
that Dullea indicated that if 


college; Reagan's financial aid cuts. the Senate did not take action 

to correct the situation, he 
would not approve any Senate

The Purchase campus has been chosen · exependitures that bore the 


to host a noted chemical symposium. signature of Brooks as Senate
7 I president. 
~ " 
~Miller said he would con

;
lI:Two play's honoring Samuel Beckett 's 13 !ront tht; Senate with h.is find

. lOgs at Its next meetmg on 
75th birthday were shown at Purchase. tuesday night. Lecturer irl Anthropology, Kenneth Payne. 

Q. 
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EDITORIAL 


The Flexible Constitution 

This editorial was originally about why Bruce Brooks, newly 

"elected" president of the Student Senate, was not eligible to 
serve according to the rules set down in that body's Constitu
tion. It· was going to argue that although the Constitution is 
somewhat vague about the requirements for running for presi
dent, as opposed to being president, the "clarification" that 
outgoing President David Bassuk made, effectively allowing 
Brooks to run although he has not been a student for two 
semesters, was actually an amendment to the Constitution, and 
therefore should have been sent out to referendum. It would 
have questioned whether Bassuk's support of Brooks played a 
role in his callous (and-at least up until now-succesful) 
attempts to manipulate the constitutional requirements, both 
before the voting and after the results were in. 

Now all those arguments, while not exactly moot, have lost 
some of their pressi ng character. If defeated presidential candi
date Alfred Miller is right-and he certainly seems to be
Brooks can not be president in any event, because he won bY,a 
plurality and not a majority. All of this is still very much up in 
the air as this is being written, but it would seem that the 
Constitution is very clear on at least this point; and it is also 
clear that the Senate has to seriously consider re-holding its 
presidential election. 

The whole campaign has been a painful illustration of some 
of the Constitution's weak points, and as clear as it is that a new 
election should be held, it is also clear that certain sections of 
the document need to be redrafted and sent out for referen
dum (although not neces~arily this semester). Particularly, the 
section dealing with what constitutes winning should be 
amended to include victory by a plurality; the requirement 
stipulating who may serve as president should be extended to 
require two semesters before a student can run; the Senate 
by-laws governing the powers of the Election Committee 
should be clarified; a section should be added governing who 
may "interpret" the Constitution and by what mechanisms. 
The Senate may also wish to discuss an amendment prohibiting 
Senate executives from simultaneouly holding executive offi 
ces on Senate-funded organizations because of potential con
flicts of interest (three of the members of the Senate's current 
executive committee are editors on The Black Perspective). 
~However, whatever ambiguities the Constitution does have, 

one thing must be said: While probably most senators sup
ported the constitutional calisthenics that ensured Brook's 
election because they felt the Election Committee was over
stepping its authority, the original decision to "rule" on the 
Constitution in such a way as to allow a sitting senator to 
replace the president who endorsed him was shoddy politics at 
its worst. 

The election, with its abundance of candidates, was in some 
ways the most promising this campus has seen in a long time. 
Perhaps a re-held election will be able to keep the promise that 
was shown in this last one, while banishing the shabbier ele
ments that emerged to tarnish the whole event. 
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Candidate for Senate 
Criticizes Procedures , 
To the Editors: 

The following was dated 
April 23, 1981, and sent to 
Director of Student Activities 
Kevin Wallin by Alfred 
Miller, candidate for Student. 
Senate President. 

I am writing this statement 
as a presentation of the issues 
and questions concerning 
the past Student Election. 
These issues and questions 
affect each and every candi
date in different ways, thus 
tainting the credibility of the 
Student Senate, the Election 
Committee and the candi
dates themselves. 

The basic component that 
rules throughout all the 
myriad conflicting testimony 
is the inconsistencies pres
ented by the Student Senate 
and the total lack of supervi
sion and monitoring by the 
Election Committee. 

First of all we will deal with 
the inconsistl'ncies raised by 
the Shldent ';enate. 

1. The da'es given for the 
election WLfe told to us by 
the· Purchase Order, The 
Load, and the packet given to 
each candidate by the 
Senate. These dates were 
given as Monday, Tuesday, 
Wednesday, the 20th, 21st, 
and 22nd, respectively. The 
only way we learned of the 
revised schedule was by 
looking on Bruce Brooks' 
poster. The theory being that 
maybe Bruce had access to 
information other candidates 
had been deprived either 
intentionally or unintention

, ally. 
2. The Senate in its public

'ized 	 Constitution stated, 
"There shall be no campaign 
spending." This was inter
preted by Danny Kessler as 
that no private materials 
could be used since at one 
point in time those materials 
were purchased by the candi
date. Careful study of that 
statement would lead to the 
more logical interpretation 
which is that no materials 

could be bought specifically 
for campaign use. 

3. Danny Kessler then 
stated that each candidate 

. would be allowed 40 posters, 
signed and numbered by 
Danny Kessler or other 
members of the Executive 
Comittee of the Student 
Senate. 

Besides the fact that there 
were still no writtzn docu
ments substanti~ting any of 
these directives from the 

Election Committee, there 
were also no monitoring of 
possible abuses by the candi
dates, e.g. Cheryl Taylor has 
at the time this letter is being 
composed at least four differ
ent sets of posters containing 
1) an election statement, 2) a 
platform she is running on, 
3)"A 'simple Vote for Cheryl 
Taylor" poster, 4) a verbal 
attack/defense against candi
date Bill Berman. Each group 
of posters were numbered 
and' approved, yet a quick 
count revealed more than 
ten of anyone poster. 

4. During the first date bal
lots were being accepted 
. latant campainging and 
coersion was taking place 
immediately in front of the 
ballot box. Even though there 
are no specific rules written 
against this in the Senate 
Constitution it is a standard 
rractice to forbid this in any 
tvpe of election. Though this 
, is only a problem on the 
.,(st day and I recognize the 
problem has since been cor
rected, it does cast serious 
doubt on those returns. 

Serious consideration 
should be given to the Senate 
Election Committee's role in 
this election. At no time was 
there any identificatIon of 
members of tIlt commi:tee, 
th us no one knew thata com
mittee existed. Theyfailed to 
catch the wrong dates for the 
election contained in the 
Candidate Petition. They 

Then ij he was not just a stu
dent but also a member of 
the Election Committee his 
whole candidacy must be 
declared invalid accordimno 
the Student Senate By-lam 

'In conclusion I wdlJld like 
to say regardless of the final 
outcome this entire election 
has been a comedy of errors. 
It seems to me that the prob
lems, although they may not 
warrant new elections, they 
cast doubt on the objective
ness of the Student Senate 
and its officers. 

Sincerely 
Alfred Miller 

V. A. Dean Lauds Aid 
by Purchase Affiliates 

To the Editors: 
I echo Professor Williams' 

favorable comments regard
ing the increasingly high 
quality of recent issues. 

We were gratified at the 
very thorough and thought· 
ful review byMr. McVinney 
of the Weingart lecture 
(which attracted students and 
faculty from Penn and Yale, 
among others). 

I am pleased at the story on 
the Student Art on Campus 
and additional VA competi. 
tions; however, an important 
addendum is necessary: the 
Purchase Affiliates (our com· 
mU'nity support group) have 
very generously contributed 
$550 to the realization of the 

continued on next page,. 



discussions of our, College 	 your commitment to us and 
your own rights as facu Ity thatpolicies have taken place. 
are daily usurped by adminisHow long will it take for the 
tration. If this Collegefaculty to address grades, or 
becomes the institution thatthe freshman program, or 
it can be, it will happen only

selected. I hope you 
make note of this assist student life on campus? How 

th rough your organizing with among the many aids many letters inviting you to 
the students to force a truthparticipate in lecture Series 
from a dream,

ed by the Affiliates for 
m rirhpr student life on cam- . or lilm Series et. al. will 

remain unanswered? SincerelySincerely, 
The length and frequency 	 David Bassuk Ed Colker 

of your meetings is as astonDean of Visual Arts 	 Old Purchase Values ishing as your attendance.
Senate Ex-President The arbitrary unrepresenta Worth Fighting For 

tive nature of your "facultyFaculty Inaction To the Editors:discussions" nee'ds to bethe Edito rs: 
addressed with the most 

The following is a memo I can only applaud theurgent measures. 
(0 the faculty from - editors of The Load for theirWe are a vulnerable col~ 

Bas5uk, then Student fidelity to the values thatlege. The case for Purchase's 
Pr-esident. once formed the inspirationeducation will not be made 

of school, theirThe behavior at your last coherent in Albany until it is this ' and 
continuing commitment tomeeting has promp- honestly addressed internal

_the vision through whichme to write this letter on ly. 
these values were conceived,lastdayas a student repre- I urge each of you to 
and the notion of vision as

Etive. Your inability to encourage the faculty as a 
that indispensible principles the campus budget is whole to form a standing cur
without which values of thedirect result of your overall riculum committee. I urge 
kind which ohce formed theto address the college you to bring a strong commit
foundation of this schoolurn. Until a stability of ment to the examination of 
cannot be realized. I find itofferi ngs ca n be educational policies, and 
gratifying that vocal alliance , the experimental work to address the need for 
to those principles isof your individual a strong interdisciplinary 
something of which we areons endangers the center 	to our separate Col
still capable. of the Purchase lege ' purposes. lastly, I 

encourage you to examine But the question confwnts 
student life and the depart us whether it is value and 
ment of Student Affairs. vIsion that provide the 
Please take part in its revitali  dominant orientation of this 
zation with the Student college. The clear, and tragic 
Senate. answer is obviously "no." 

After four years of attend Many trends have simultan
ing this College and believing eously emerged that have 
in it and its future, I must ask fundementally shifted the 
you as a student to reconsider course of this school, making 

n the .Virtues ofNastiness 
Divid Graeber 	 . 

a year ago I was sit dollars. think of them as such as wear 
on a suburban train Try to remember what peo white robes to social occa

fr om nowhere in ple were doing, that year sions, voted for George Wal
r to somewhere else Ronald Reagan was elected lace, and aim shotguns at 

as exciting, reading President of the United ' carefree motorcyclists from 
the contents of my ~Iates. Watching movies of the back of trucks. Now 
from sheer bore j,_lhn Travolta tossed about by they're folk-heroes. What's 

One of the more inter- a raging mechanical bull, lis wrong with this country? 

things I found there tening to country music, 
 On top of the air of preten

of matches, wearing cowboy fashions, tion left over from the 1970s, I 
wilh a red-white tuning in to infantile prime feel a definite air of nastiness 

advertisement urg- time television series featur wafting in with the '80s. I can 
me \0 send away ing scheming red necks on laugh when I see fashionable 

-Iely for my "l.R. for rickety trucks bilking each strumpets on the Upper East 
I" matching T-shirt, other of large sums of money Side spending thousands of 

hat and bumper sticker. and women decked out in their married lover's dollars 
was probably the most short -	 pants and cowboy to deck themselves out in 
estillig match-book fashions, who listen to coun rawhide coats and buckskin 
I'd cont'emplakd since try music, who tune in to moccasins-why not? We1 ve 

one advenising "20 rare infantile television series 	 already grown used to the 
by Norman Rock- featuring l.R. Ewing ruining 	 amazing phenomena of 

can a painting be lives and careers with reckless 	 fashion jeans, turning the 
anyway? Don't the pain glee... Rednecks. Not that I 	 very symbol of classless egal
paint jusl one of each?), really want to offend my 	 itarianism into ludicrous sta
as the suburban lands friends from Carolina, but up 	 tus symbols. When lordache 
clattered monotonously until just recently I never used 	 replaced their normally abra

il occasioned a long and to hear that those were very sive theme-song with an 
nice people. We used to continued on page 4 

~hose of us identified .with 
l~n<:)Vatlo~ an? alternative a 
dlstlnc! minority. 

The spokesmen of reform 
energetically disclaim the 
notion that they are doing 
anything more than to make 

_	things work better . But in 
their attempts to convince us 
of the justness of their causes 
the basic achievement of 
their argument is to define 
terms that are self-consistant 
and do not, therefore: 
contribute anything new. The 
style and the_ character of 
their arguments are of the 
exact sort in opposition to 
which Purchase began. These 
arguments are the very same 
arguments that always 
constricted unbounded 
concern with education on its 
own terms of grounded 
thought and exchange; a 
concern which it was 
Purchase's ostensible mission 
to uphold and defend. 
Economic, beaurocratic, the 
so-called "practical" 
concerns that are always 
advanced when something 
novel is ' proposed, are 
embodied in these argu
ments. As one in which tran
sendance of such concerns is 
given, the educational pro
cess is seriously undermined 
by them, for these concerns 
are not with education, but 
with themselves. 

Values of the kind upon 
which Purchase was founded, 
and VISion of the kind 
through which such values 
were and are conceived, does 
not stop short at the imme
diate gratification reflected in 
and embodied by the con
cerns imbedded in these 
arguments. They encompass, 
rather, something far more 
thorough, and far greater. In 
its encompassing character it 
is at fundamental odds with 
the whole concept of factions 
and interest groups, in which 
context these concerns are 
raised. It makes no difference 
whether their concern is 
physical education, competi 
tive sports, grade point aver
ages, better grades, attrition, 
"recruitment," advertising . 
Finally the simple concern, in 
these realms, is efficiency, 
and the structure beauro
cracy, The fine shades of 
meaning, the endless pros' 
and cons, the perpetual hag
gling that emerge from these 
"debates," that accompanies 
'the process of factionalising, 
and the "issues" advanced, 
expresses the fundamental 
-vacuousness of these causes. 
Not only does this process 
deflect concern with_ educa

tion, which should always be 
our prime concern, it under
mines the whole atmosphere 
in which our education is to 
take place. Purchase history 
has shown that immediate 

--recovery is not to be 
expected as the outcome of 
such "debates," and that the 
possibility of their recurrence 
reflects the profound vulner
ability of vision . For it is a 
quality of thought and com
munity that is not easily artic
ulable, and that we cannot in 
our stride define and defend 
without ou.rselves being 
reduced to just another fac
tion (even though, so to 
speak, we were here first). In 
any case it cannot be 
demandedorforced.ltisthe 
very spontaneity and unpre
dictability of vision that 
makes it something profound 
when it thrives, and some
thing fragile when those who 
are not tuned in decide they 
want things different. 

This,initself,anunderstan
da.ble reaction. Human 
~elngs have never been par
tlcularly good at tolerating 
any kind of organization that 
does not rely on external 
manipulation for its smooth 
functioning, rather than on 
mutual cooperation. But we 
surely end up suffering for 
this intolerance of freedom. 
And what is education, espe
cially,when it is not based in 
freedom, of thought, of 
exchange and dialogue, of 
expression, but doing what is 
immediately easy since it is 
others who defi ne for us what 
to do, how to do ;t. and what 
its success consists In? In its 

.	sterility and predictability 
these imposed structures 
cannot but be conducive to 
boredom, and by their exist
ence, oppressive, and felt as 
such. 

When institutional stand
ards and requirements 
become at every turn the 
only concrete reality we have 
by which to orient ourselves, 
individuals, the nature of 
whose aspirations, concerns, 
styles, feelings, cannot but be 
irreducible on principle, can
not but be reduced in fact. 
Purchase was founded on the 
belief that education is, in 
itself, and on its very own 
terms, self-justifying. It was 
cOrl(:eived thus for the sake of 
in'dividuals for whom it 
offered the possibility of a 
really integrated education, 
one founded in the notion 
that it is self-justifying, and 
that its principle is, thus, 
freedom. 

Such was the old Purchase, 
continued on page 4 
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On the-Virtues ojBeing NWa 
Clash, Thei r latest 
entitled Sandinista , 

People in Europe.are 
ing political. The~' 
out a hundred tho 
an anti-war demonctnt .... 

West Germany, 
And that's not a 
country! This is what 
gan's people are 
about when they 
allies of "despicable 
fism," you know. Why. 
Britain's got itself 
chered, thE! very 
has been seriousy 
ing writing unilaterill 
mament into their 
platform. And those 
aren't going to be 
power very long either. 
sidering what a 
Thatcher's Tories have 
of _ Eng Iand's f'i 

It may take a year or 
before our economy is 
that badly off. Disco's 
just dead, after all. 
probably take a truly 
form of official gove 
nastiness-a revival of 
draft, for instance-to 
the blow-dried masses 
fuzzy, a nd start 
administration buil 
again, 

But give them tim~ 
. Meanwhile, I'd just 
h J ppy to see people 
nicer to each other, 

WATER CONSUMPTION PER DORMITORY 

2600Drought Still Exists 
2500 


by Suzan ne Cascio 

2400
Although April has almost April 1, Hock said, is the 


reached its average monthly day when the last of the win
 2300
rainfall of 4.12 inches, January ter runoff has had an affect 

and March of this year were on the reservoirs' levels. Due 
 2200 
among the driest months on to a smaller amount of snow

record, according to staff fall this winter, not as much 
 ~ 2100 

0 
r-I

meterologist Norm Sebastion water came from the melting 
at the Westchester County snow this spring as usual. ~ 2000 

'-' 

Suffering from the effects as good this year" com


Airport. 	 "The runoff has not been 
1900 

of the drought that has mented Hock, comparing the 

exisled since the end of last April, 1981 figures to past 
 1800 
year, the Westchester Joint years. 

1700Waterworks, the system from Hock went on to say that 

which the college buys its there has been a one percent 


1600water, is still almost 28% a week increase of water in 

below normal capacity for the New York City Reser
 1500
this time of year, according to voirs, which the Westchester 

Joon Hock, manager of the Joint Waterworks is a part of. 
 1200 
Waterworks. . That increase is "not as much Apr. May Sept. Oct. Nov. 

According t<;l Hock, the as we want to see," said Hock, . Month 
water year runs from June 1 adding: "I seriously doubt 

to June 1, at which time the that we will get up to capacity 


have to 	 be more carefully the area for the most part ofreservoir should be at 100% by June 1." 

watched than in years where this year, have been helping
capacity. With less than two 

there is not 'a deficit so that to ease the rapid use of water.
months to go, the reservoirs As a result of not being up 


are between 65% and 66% full to 100% capacity -on June 1, the supply does not become An ov~rall reduction in 

as of last Friday, down from the water system starts out depleted. water use of 15% in both Feb

the normal 93% for this time the water year with a deficit. Conservation meas,ures, ruary and March by the cus

of year. This means that water use will which have been in effect in tomers of the Westchester 


. 	 would rather be passive vehi- that wholeness disappears. In meaning? 
cles to a more embracing a roundabout way this would When the editorial in the 

, concern with education, con- seem to say something about recent Load speaks of two dif 
ceived beyond them, but, in a the whole idea and practice ferent languages i rrecou nci 1

continued from last page sense, through them. These of grading that is not alto ably dividing those who 

when vision and value subur- structures acted, when they gether appealing. But it says remain commited to the old 

dinated institutional require- still existed, as points of something, more signifi  vision and those for whom 

ments and standards to the departure that became signif  cantly and more deeply, reliance upon numbers and 

status of a concern with over- icant in themselves as sym about trends themselves in efficiency sets orientation, I 

all organization that was not, bois, and the vehicles, in that the present history of the col cannot bat agree. It is still 

in itself, predominant. The way, of tradition; among lege that is still less appealing. meaningful, though, that the 

concern was with people. them, of course, were short When the haggling ceases editorial of The Load has not 

Conceived in this light struc- term, junior field exam, clus over all these issues we will ceased commitment to the 

tures of organization could ters, evaJuations (which have see organization, a' "tight former language, of the old 

pretty much take care of pretty much lost their mean Ship," as the phrase has it, but vision, The fragmenting for

themselves, and the haggling ing even if they should sur what will. there be of ces cannot claim exclusive 

over the relative propriety of vive). David Villeco, in his 

one system over another letter to the recent Load, cri 

could not become, as it now ticized th( 1ast as dangerous, 

has, the order of the day. potentially, to the self-


None, of this is to say that esteem and productivity of continued from page 3 

system was wholly irrelevant students. Anything, however, excruciating (and off-key) C actually have J.R. for Presi

totheschool as it existed. On can become dangerous & .W version, I could only dent. Are we in for a decade 

the contrary, and fundamen- within a system that has 

LETTERS 

smile as Ilea!'*upto-tuffroffoLpeu.y--.antipathy, a decade 

tally tne school was con- ceased to live as a whole, and th~ volume. But there's more 
 in which all those people too 

ceived as against a system; within an overall vision, ani
 to It than that. self-involved to pay attention 

one in which restricted and mating the spirit of all indi
 It's hard to escape the feej~ to their neighbors during the 
restricting conventions that vidual persons concerned, of ingthat things have been slip- '70s, will ~egin not only to
obscured vision and value that whole. It would seem ping backwards over the last notice their presence, but to 
were seen to provide, by revealing that grades are eight years or so. Why'is it that resent it; or will there be a
rnversion, the rough outlines advanced as a way of resolv school ever N~wtonian reaction of sorts,at every I've 
of an overall format in which ing certain concerns that attended, the first thing I hear Will we, confronted with this 
structures of organization : seem suspisciously kindled as is how much better things product of the more fetid and 

used to be a few years before? ~hadowy r~gion.s of our souls.-,,{"''''''''''''''''''',..... 	 In CrlSp ofEver since students stopped th.e light day, 
~~ Buy Your . "l fighting the faculty (about bec?m7 shocked into the 

1972, I'd say), the faculties of real~zatlon that we have no 
.' chOice burto love each other§ 	 § t~e lan~ have bee~ steadily united in the fellowhood of 

tightening up and clamping our newfound hatred? Will~* 	* YEARBOOK * *~ d.own on almost everything. this nastiness gnaw away at 
Fire-alarms go off in the mid- our society, or unite us once~ , Now! 	 '~ 
die of the night. People are again? 

rude to one another. A few As a dedicated optimist, I
§ 	 § 

~, ~ 
weeks ago, someone actually tend to suspect the latter. 

got busted, for drugs on Pur- Take Europe, for instance, 

chase campus. Bus;ed! My which certainly seems a few
~ Copies are Limited ~ first reaction was to wonder years ahead of us in this 

whether he hadn't given a respect..The Punk move
§ 	 Only $7.00 

I 

~ short cut to some Security men,t, which was much less a 
officer, but then I started to mUSical trend thana general
~ ~ wonder. What's wrong with expression of bad feeelings 


~ Look for tables in ~ this country? am~ng European youth, ana 

, t ' which certainly did not ~ CCN, see this we'ek's ~ A nd I m no even gOing to d . h ' 

talk about what's been oin a vert.lse te virtues of nice-
h .' g g ness, IS more than defunct,
~ "Purchase Order" for ~ on t e neWS-riots, mass- It's transmuted E . 


murder, the Moral Majo,rity. Margaret ('the' Ir~~r L~~~~
~ details on how you can ~ 
str;~~n. Reagan Admlnl- Thatcher seized cont~ol and 

~ win a free copy. ,\\ attempted to Reagamze Bri 
I wonder, as I think abut tain, the only Punk band

~' .' those matches, what will which still makes the charts 
become 	of us, now that we consistently has been the again."'''''''''''''''''''''';f/~I
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Among the issues dis

cussed were the loss of 
faculty positions while newIs Protested administrative oosts are 

ed from page 1· 
cutback in student in planning each stage of 

being ~dded, and the red is
tri bution of existi ng Ii nes 

which is expected from development in the pro resulting in a gain for the 
Reagan Administration grams. freshman studies program at 
force many future stu Asked about what solution the expense of the social 
out of private and into he sees to his cu rrent prob sciences department. 
institution. Th is does lem, Payne replied that he David Oestric\y!r, a stu

seem to be the right time would "like to be loaned to dent of Payne's for three 
layoff experienced the freshman studies [depart years, is in the process of ci r

" ment] for one year and culating a position among the 

ugh Payne said he 
that a strong freshman 
rn is essential to com
college's attrition, he 

he f"ee's it is necessary to 
on in-house talent and to 

closely with the faculty 

returned to social sciences as 
additional faculty positions 
are made available." 

A motion against adminis
trative re-allocation offaculty 
lines was presented by the 
social sciences division at the 
April 8 faculty meeting. 

students calling for a public 
hearing on the matter. Asim
ilar petition is making the 
rounds among the faculty. (A 
copy of the letter that accom
panies the petition is 
reprinted in this issue of The 
Load.) 

te Names Brooks Winner 
a senator at the time it was explained that the three 
made, said before the elec weeks mandated by the Con
tion he believed he would be stitution for pu blicizing the 
able to run for the election, would have b.een 
presidency. disrupted by the spring 

The Senate asserted Tues break. 
day night that the Election "People wouldn't have 

e Committee gave Com mittee " ... has violated gotten all the information" 
Ives an additional the Senate ruling of March 17 about the candidates and the 

that we [the Senate] did by asserting to invalidate the referendums," Bassuk said, 
mandate in our by-laws" candidacy of Bruce Brooks." had the election taken place 

th ey disqualified Bassuk, who endorsed when the Constitution 
declared outgoing Brooks, also argued that the specified. 
executive Dar-liel Constitution does not state When asked about the late

when theCommittee that a candidate for president ness of the election, Dean of 
nced its decision has to have two full semesters Student Affairs Charles Fisher 

afternoon. behind him or her to run for said, "It does not comply with 
Senate decided to let office, it just stipulates the th~ Constitution ." 

president Jones take the need for two full semesters to The Senate Board of Elec
presidency until the assume office. tions, a standing committee 

the semster, when The Constitution says that of the Senate " ... has full 
will have fulfilled the elections for the executives responsibility for the entire 

of the Student Semite shall be Student Senate election pro
ing to the Constitu held "on three consecutive cess ... ," according to Senate 

however, a President days beginning on the first by-laws. "it consists of four 
take office on the · Tuesday of the month of non-Senate., full-time matric

Thursday in April. ApriL" ulated students, two faculty 
addition, in what he says This Senate election was members, and two profes

to allow fresh held on three consecutive sional staff members-one 
run for the office, days, but they were April 21, from the Student Activities 

Bassuk , outgoi ng 22 and 23, not April 7,8 and 9, Department and one from 
e President , had as they should have been. In Student Affairs. 

at the March 17 addition, they were pushed The members of the Com
meeting in what he yet one day later than their mittee this year include just 

a "clarification" of the published dates of April 20, 21 three students-Susan Adler, 
illCt;" ltion that the Consti  and 22, allegedly due to a typ John Sherman and Marjan 

be interpreted to ing error by the Senate secre- Laarakker; two faculty 
Ihat Ii 'two consecutive : tar y wh 0 was t y pin g members-John Gitlitz and 

wDutd not exclude ·announcements of the elec- Nadim Shaath (Shaath, 
who.se second con •tion dates, according to a according to former Senate 

semeste.r has not yet report by the Senate Election executive Daniel Kessler, was 
10 an end by April at CommitJee. not formally elected by the 

time," according to When asked about the faculty to serve on the Com
of that meeting. change in the election dates, mittee); and two staff 

that ruling, Brooks, · former President Bassuk members Cheryl Eastwood 

dorms as well as in the aca'rought Still Possible 
demic buildings. According

from page 4_ to one student, " On my hall
or ninety -three bil- month per person, according 

we never flush our toilet ." 
the ent ire campus to information supplied by Each time a toilet is not

cd. (l1undreds of Vice President for Finance 
flushed, up to 7 gallons of

leet) of water. This . and Management Patrick 
water are being saved . 

to th e first three Coughlin . An even larger sav
Individual conservationof 1980 when 32,050 ings of approxiamtely 489 gal

measures of not letting theused by the campus Ions per dormitory resident 

The foJ/owing ·is the letter placed next to petitions in support of 
keeping Anthropology Professor Kenneth Payne 's (ea ching position . 
It was written to Acting President Henrik N . Dullea and Dr. Nathaniel 
Siegel, Vice President for A~ademic Affairs, 

We have just learned that Professor Kenneth Payne , teacher of 
Anthropology, has been erased from the lists of the faculty here at 
Purchase . We are told he is being sent away because he lacks tenure , 
and there are insufficient funds to keep him at Purchase any longer. 

It is true that Kenneth Payne has been a teacher here for only three 
short years. Yet in three short years his accomplishments are stun
ning. He improved the anthropology section of the Library enor
mously by increasing the number of books, he created a museum 
here on campus (for which he did not get paid) and spent an inex
haustible amount of energy on his students. (His museum exhibits 
have been written up in the New York Times.) 

Kenneth Payne is a real teacher. He speaks from experience as well 
as texts. His students know that he lived and studied with the primi
tive tribes he . lectures about. His intimacy and enthusiasm with 
students is unmatched. Kenneth Payne will take the time to mail 
interesting articles to his students· during a semester break. When he 
comments on a term paper his comments span the entire page. His 
criticisms are brilliant. Who can forget the electricity of being in a 
class with Kenneth Payne? He is, perhaps, the finest and best loved 
teacher in the School. In three short years, the impression he made is 
tremendous, and no student leaves a classroom unaffected by him. 

Can we continue to bring new students into this College when we 
are dismissing our finest teachers? 

We urge you to reconsider your decision-for the sake of SUNY 
Purchase, for the sake of education! 

David M. Oestreicher 
On behalf of the stude 

and Kim Paterachi, who was urday to validate the election 
substituted for at times by and the ba"llots were counted. 
Clint ~piegel. It was not until Monday 

After the election ended that Bruce Brooks' possibJe 
on Thursday, April 23, the inelligibility, because of the 
results were held for an two 'semester rule , was 
unprecedented five days brought to the attention of 
until Tuesday the 28th, while the Election Committee, 
the Committee tri~d to according to Clint Speigle. 
resolve the numerous prob The Election Committee 
lems and complaints about ruled that Brooks was "not 
the election that had arisen. eligible and disqualified him 
In the interum, the Election from the election," accord
Committee met on Friday to ing to a statement released by 
begin determining whether the Committee Tuesday. 
the election was valid. lhe announcement imme-, 

The validity of the election diately came under attack by 
was questioned because of some Committee members · 
complaints lodged by candi and senators who said that 
dates Alfred Miller, Peik the Committee had not actu.
Sahlgren and Ron Barish . ally voted on whether to dis

Allegedly, some candidates qualify Brooks. Various 
had posted more than the Committee members say 
forty campaign posters they have substantially differ
alloted to them by the Senate. ent recollections of whether 

Another complaint was they had voted or not. 
that candidates were tearing Committee member John 
down opponents' posters. Sherman said: "We did not 
Asked if he had torn down have an official vote, but eve
posters, President-elect ryone agreed" to the deci
Bruce Brooks replied : "Eve sion of disqualifYLng B_rooks. 
ryone tore down posters." In respo!)se to the Senate's 

Electioneering by some action, Election Committee 
candidiates near the polling member Susan Adler ·said /I As 
places , was reportedly far as · I' m concerned, the 
another complaint that other Senate wanted Bruce Brooks 
candidates had about the as president and they were 
election. After one day of going to do everything in 
this , the Senate passed a their power to get him in." 
motion that prohibited elec
tioneering within fifty feet of As of Tuesday night's 
th.e balloting area . Senate meeting the final 

Personal endorsements by results of the election were : 
made by then-President Bas President 
suk were also a complaint of Bruce Brooks .. .... ........ . . . 217 
some candidates. Bassuk had Ron Barish .. . . . .. .. ... ..... . . . 113 


Kenneth Sossa .. . . ... . . .. .. .... 123
distributed printed endorse-· 
Alfred Miller ....... . . .. ... ... .. 98


ments for Brooks, Jones, vice 
Executive Vice President 

president of student organi
Tonya Jones ..... .•. •... . ....• 292zations candidate Cheryl Tay Peik Sahlgren . .. ...... . . . ..... 184 

lor (who won the post) and Vice President of Finance 
water run or using water less . Marc E. Barnes, who won the96 day biUing period. was seen in February. (see Marc E. Barns . . . . . .. . . ...... .. 345 . 
often are also probably con post of Vice President fora savings of over graph) (uncontested) 
tributi ng to the reduction of finance. On the top of the Vice President of cd. of water. The reduction in water use 

water use. endorsement sheets was a Student Organizations 
great amount of water on campus could be a result 

'heading that read " Student Ch eryl Taylor .. ... .... .. .. . ... 263can be seen in the of the conservation measures But conservation measures 

Senate Endorsements . " 
 Nellie Santiago .... .... . . ... . . . 144complex. With . taken by residents and the must continue. Even though Bill Berman .. ...... . . : ......... 27
When it was pointed out that...ny;mately ·1024 residents administration. 	 the reservoirs are not as dras ('AI,rite in candidate)
the Senate had not voted oncompared to last An example of a water sav- tically low as they were in The result of the mandatory vs.
the endorsements, the " Stu882, consu mption was ing measure include the Februa·ry, (as low as 28% of voluntary student activities fee refer
dent Senate" part of the endum were :from 1, 955,646 gallons installation of the new capacity), they still are much 
heading was crossed out in M andatory . . . ... . .. . . ... . . . .. 507•to 1,250,955 gallons shower restrictors that were belqw norma!' It is crucial 

Voluntary ... .. .. . . . ...... .. .. .. 73pen, and replaced with the . That brings the per put in the dormitory complex that water continue to be 
The result of the SASU Referenword " Persona!." consumption down this semester to cut back on conserved in order to avoid dum that would add $1 .50 on to the 

gallons per month water use. . . the restrictions a more severe After weighing these inci Student Activities Fee were: 
gallons per month-a Toilets have noticably not drought may bring in the dents, the Senate Election 	 Yes .... .... .. .. .. . . . ... ... ... 574 

No . . .... . ... .. . .... .......... . 90of almbst 2()Ogallons a been flushed as often in the future. 	 Committee decided on Sat

T~e Load, .~pr!l. 28/ .1~81 
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NEWS BRIEF 
Writing-Committee 


The Ad Hoc Committee has presented their 
proposal for a revised writing program at Purchase 
to the Educational Policies Committee (EPC). The 
proposal is the result of a survey taken of the 
college's present writing program. The general 
agreement of the committee is that Purchase's 
present program is failing to provide a structured 
expository writing experience for its students. In 
the committee's opinion this failure is caused by a 
number of factors, the most important of which 
are: a) a general lack of awareness of the program's 
availability, b) an overburdened writing staff, c) an 
insufficient focus on the basics (organization, 
grammar, syntax, punctuation, spelling, etc.) of 
expository writing. 

The committee's proposed requireme'nts 
include the following: 

1. The responsability for introductory college
level writing instruction should be assumed by the 
Freshman Studies Program-with the assistance of 
a professional writing staff. 

2. All entering Freshmen should be assigned a 
diagnostic writing excersize during the first week 
of classes. 

3. Freshmen failing this test shold be required to 
take a three hour, non-credit writing workshop 
concurrently with the Freshmen Studies Program. 

4. Faculty should monitor student writing in a 
regular, ongoing manner. 

Unless the Purchase faculty stress to their 
students the importance of good writing the most 
ambitious program is bound to fail, in the opinion 
of this committee. The commitee, composed of 
Lynne Davidson, Susan Edmonds, Paula Hane, 
Marilyn Katz, Frank Wadsworth, and Louise Yellin, 
feels strongly the need to provide Purchase 
students with a more effective training in 
functional expository prose than that which is now 
available to them. 

Grading Policy 

The Letters and Science EPC has considered the 

grading policies of the College. The Academic 
Committee and Student Senate conducted a poll of 
student views which revealed that out of 100 
respondents, 70% favored keeping evaluations and 
65% favored a dual letter grade/evaluation system. 

Several important issues surfaced during 
discussions on the present grading system: 

1. Because of the large amount of paperwork 
involved with evaluations the distribution of 
grades,to students and faculty on time cannot be 
guaranteed. 

2. Many evaluations (especially from new 
faculty) are too brief, lack definitive statements on 
the method of evaluation or contain personal and 
other inappropriate remarks. 

3. There has been steady growth of the Honors 
grade partially because it is felt that it is the only 
way to reward strong academi<; performance
however a detailed evaluation can effectively 
distinguish between various levels of above 
average achievement. 

4. It is ambiguous as to what size class 
necessitates writing evaluations-tradition holds 
the Ii mit to 25 students but the faculty have not 
voted on this figure. 

5. The meaning of the "No Credit" grade is 
unclear because it stands for "not present in class" 
as well as for "attempted work but failed." 
Recently, the Regist'rar requested a new grade of 
Administrative Withdrawal (AW) for students who 
did not attend class but remain on the class list. 
(Note: Richard Nassisi wrote a memo on this issue 
which states that for Financial Aid purposes, 
students who attempt to pass a course and recieve a 
non-passing grade (ie. F or NC) are considered to 
have satisfied certain "program pursuit" 
regulations as approved by the State Education 
Department. The EPC should define under what 
circumstances the NC should be assigned.) 

The EPC is unanimous in feeling that the existing 
grading scheme suffers from many serious 
problems but members differ on possibJe 
scJllutions. The _majority felt that evaluations are 
a more complete and meaningful expression of a 
student's achievement. Moreover, they contend' 

Th~ lpa.d,. April 28~ 1981 , .. ., 

that evaluations are a help, not an obstacle to 
students applying for jobs and professional 
schools. The minority felt that the college should 
adopt a grading policy. 

The EPC suggested that the faculty discuss two 
alternatives: 1) adopting a dual letter 
grade/evaluation system or...2) adopting the AW 
grade, it being understood that "No Credit" grade 
be given only for work attempted but not passed. 

The EPC favors the second resolution but feels 
both should be discussed by the faculty. They also 
suggested some recommendations to be adopted 
as part of the grading system regardless of which 
resolution the faculty chooses. A few include: 

1. Dropping Interim senior thesis evaluations 
and evaluation for Action Education courses to 
reduce paperwork. _ 

2. Reviewing the evaluations of each faculty 
member before they're sent to the Registrar by the 
academic deans. Plus, lead a seminar at the 
begirming of each semester for new faculty to 
explain how to write evaluations. 

3. Awarding honors grades only for work 
equivalent to a solid "A." 

4. Requiring full evaluations for classes up to a 
limit of 40-over 40 should have ·abbreviated 
evaluations with enough data to show how the 
grade was determined. 

5. Faculty members should be able to employ 
performance grids, check offs, numerical test data 
or any other form in the evaluation where 
appropriate to the subject matter. 

Wilderness Study 

The Wilderness Recreation Leadership Program 

of North Country Community College will offer 
two courses in Wilderness Recreation Leadership 
during July and August. The program, which lasts 
for five weeks is open to those interested in or 
currently employed in related fields of wilderness 
use. It is designed to supplement university and 
college programs. 

Students of Outdoor Recreation, Outdoor 
Education, Environmental Interpretation, Forestry, 
Wildlife Management and related fields well find 
this course a valauble learning experience. The 
cost of the workshop is $54, which includes food, 
equipment and one-half credit in Physical 
Education. For more information contact Jack 
Drury, Director of the Wilderness Recreation 
Leadership program at North Country Community 
College, Saranac Lake, New York, 12983. 

Summerfare 1981 

The State University of New York is proud to 

anncunce plans for an expanded PepsiCo 
Summerfare, which established itself in 1980 as a 
major national lively arts festival. Building on last 
year's 'policy of presenting the best in professional 
dance, drama, jazz and familyfare, PepsiCo 
Summerfare '81'5 headlines will include the Joffrey 
Ballet, Lionel Hampton, the Bella Lewitsky Dance 
Company, Max Roach, and an original production 
of Bertolt Brecht's Man /5 Man. The festival will run 
for five weeks beginning Saturday, July 11 through 
Sunday, Aug. 9 in the four theatres of the Center 
for the Arts and on the grounds of SUNY at 
Purchase and PepsiCo, Inc. 

The J~ffrey Ba-llet will launch the dance series , 
July 11 and 12. Jazz will continue to ,hold a 
prominent place in PepsiCo Summerfare. On Aug. 
9, Lionel Hampton, long known as "the Father of 
Jazz," and his orchestra, will perform the "gutty" 
style of jazz that has made his name legendary. The 
weekend of July 24 will bring "Night/Beat." A 
major production of Benjamin Britton's opera, 
Noah's Flood, will be staged on opening day, July , 
11. The Followspot Cafe will offer a full-service bar 

and cabaret performances by popularfavorites and 

young artists every evening. 


PepsiCo Summerfair '81 performances will be 

held Thursdays through Sundays, with afternoon 

events and matinE;!ss scheduled on the weekend. 

Those interested in receiving further information 

should write to the Center for the Arts. M.P.O. Box 

140, Purchase, N.Y. 10577, or call the Box Office at 

(914) 253-5900. 

Pub Policies 


-

a non-n ..... 
10 

The following is a memorandum dated April 
from the Senate Executive Committee to 
Wallin, Director of Student Activities and 
Centers. 

While safety is our mutual concern at the 
lege, and at the Pub, we feel that the 
should not be denied access to the Pub. When 
policy of a year ago was instituted, students 
ID's could be checked into the building asa 
of another student. Simple. 

Things have become increasingly ridie 
Campus Center South. A student checking for 
must turn away students who are known to 
to their friend, (or even to their meal cards). 
the 10 can distinguish them. Is this policy a 
carrying cards or a deterrent to unwante,d 

This current interpretation of the rules 
are strictly not mandatory in the first place) we 
endeavor to publicize and denounce. Pub 
should not be used against the valid USE!rS 
Pub. Bureaucratic annoyances as these, are 
continue to make student activities on campus 
alienating experience which leads to dislikeof 
school's administrators and therefore the 

Financial , Aid 
Reagan's economic plans contain various 

osals for reduced federal spending. Of major 
cern are the proposals to significantly 
federal student financial aid. Prime targets i 
backs of federal student aid are the Basic 
tiona I Opportunity Grant (BEaG-renamed 
Grants) and the Guaranteed Student Loan 
gram. Among the various options available 
reduce federal support for Pell Grants is by 
nating the eligibility of "middle-income" 
By changing the computation of a family's 
income (eligiblity index) and by incorpo 
$750 self-help contribution from students, 
in cases of extreme financial need, the new 
could drastically limit elgibility. 

An immediate effect at Purchase would be 
reduction of the volume of loans available to 
dents by 50%, or more than $700,000. In addit. 
students stand to lose the federal subsidy of 
school interest, a benefit that typically 
$1200 for most borrowers'. The Financial Aid 
urges all students to consider the seriousness 
proposed federal cutbacks. They encourage 
dents to submit the Financial Aid Form (FAF) 
College Scholarship Service in Princeton, N.J. 

A Financial Aid Newsletter has been senno 
dent homes with a list of congressinal repr"c"".u. 
tives in the tri-state area to whom students 
communicate how federal aid has been of 
assistance to their education. 

Solar Seminars 
Solar Energy Aware,ness and Demonstrali

Seminars (SEA OS of Truth) will be conducted 
summer in Columbia, Maine. It is 
organization which promotes safe 
alternatives to uneconomical and undemocratr.1 
profit motivated energy/utility monopolies. It 
undertaken to prove that inexpensive, 
constructed solar units are possible and 
original designs made for a particular site 
cheaper and faster than waiting for 
production of pre-fab solar units, that are 
designed to most efficiently meet individual n 

The cirriculum includes: 
• Basic solar theory and design 
• Solar wall hands-on work 
• Solar privy/shower hands-on work 
• Solar greenhouse hands-on work 
• Forum: Philosophy of Alternative Energy 
• Discussion: Community organizing on 
• /Tour: solar sites in Maine 
The suggested donation including food, sh 


and instruction is $200. The seminars will take 

May 23-June 6, June 13-June 27, July ll-July 25 

August l-August 15. For Information 

SEADS L.I., c/o Peace Smith House, 90 Penn 

Ave., Masapequa, NY 11758, (516) 785-8836. 
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Lorca and If Five Years Pass: 
A Personal View on His ~Beauty 

by Elsa Zaldumbidt 
In the beginning of the semester, I her parents and those of another 

could not quite conceptualize my family in a high position within the 
impressions into one solid presenta society and in this way better their 
lion. However, the beauty of Lorca social and economic position. 
has inspired in us a steady momen "Women were worth what they had 
tum and passion in representing not what they were." We can see a 
lurcci 0 .. the stage. Under the direc concrete example of Bernarda's 
tion of Gregorio Rosenblum (profes daughter Adela who has the mind to 
sor in Language and Culture) our follow her lover. As a result he upsets 
class, (Spanish Theatre workshop) the rule of absolute authority
will perform a play by Lorca in the imposed on her by her mother and 
Humanities Auditorium on Monday, she culminates with her own death. 
May 4th-7pm Wednesday, May Lorca makes this denouncement or 
6th-4pm, Thursday, May 7th-Spm resolution very tragic. There is 
and Sunday, May 10th-3pm. another case, the living death of 

As I took a step forward, I found Verma, the "barren" woman who 
myself breaking into the fantastic and desires, but can not have son.a 
sensitive world of Federico Garcia Because of this, she is impelled to kill 
lorca, through which I was able to her husband and the possibility of 
bring out to life emotions that had: having a son. Could there be a way to 
always been locked inside of me. I transend this frustration? I ask myself: 
confront myself by seei ng myself with is there, within each human being, 
these characters. There were va rious levels of maturation or of 
moments of dialogue between me reaching the climax of ones poten
and my own self within the depths of If so what leveltial? at is the total 
my being. I search for my own truth, realization of womanhopd? 
and I try to learn how to liberate There is a surrealistic aspect pres
myself-within my own internal struc ent in the play If Five Years Pass: a 
ture; how does one fight against the " fantasy-reality" where the figura
war bombs that society eternally tive creates the figurative (the persn 
throws? who creates the character, and the 

Ft·derico Garcia Lorca was born on character who creates another char
the 5th day of June, 1898 in the town acter in his mind) . The plot is as fol 
of Fuente Vaquer.os, Province of lows: a young man idealizes a woman 
Granada in Spain. He lived a modest that he likes. He expects to marry his 
life in the countryside where he was Fiance within 5 years. When he finally 
surrounded by nature, the Flamenco sees her again there is a clash 
of the Gypsies and rich human con between their idealizations of p;l,h 
tacts which were a source of inspira other and their realities. Frustrated, 
tion for him. This spiritual richness he then turns to his stenographer 
brought to consciousness the diffi  who had been in love with him 
cult role of women in this society. throughout this time; but she 

Garcia Lorca changed concepts in explains to him that she had loved 
theatre by combining surrealistic ele him and will love him but can not at 
ments and elements from the Classic · the present time love him. This causes 
Theatre of the Golden Age and he the death of his ideal and thus his 
makes use of a highly symbolic and death. His love for love was, in 
poetic language and also of masks essence, an abstractly narcissistic pro
and puppets. He was very successful cess that produced an image for him 
asa playwright and eventually toured to feed upon. Is it possible to fall in 
through Spain and South America. love with ones own feelings of love? 

One of Lorca's main themes was If the abstract becomes more 
·'Women." The society was haunted abstract, then now can we, as human 
by moralistic worries, namely el que beings who are into two entities (con
diran (What will people say), which crete and abstract), keep one poten
meanl that a woman did not have the tial (th'at' of the abstract) from 
freedom to develop herself intellec overwhelming the next? 

tually, emotionally or economically 
 Another very important factor in 
during this epoch. Her job was solely this play is "time." Time is not spe
to be a housewife as well as a "good" cific, there is always the possibility of 
wife and mother. The condition a fact, the possibility )f love, but 
under which women married was to nothing concrete . The only reality is 
have arrangements made th rough that of the unfolding of the play on 

Campus to Host Symposium of 

Noted American Chemical Society 


by Chris Neils ' 
Although Purchase has become All students are invited to attend by 

quite well-known for its arts, the registering-at no cost- at 8:30 A.M. 
sciences have always managed to lag . in the Natural Sciences" Building. 
behind. Few persons outside the nat Starting at 9:15 A.M., registrants will 
ural science division fully appreciate hear welcoming remarks by Acting 
the accomplishments and quality of President Henrik N. Dullea. At 9:30, 
the natural sciences at Purchase. in different rooms of the Natural 

Sciences Building, each of the differ
But now that is changing: On Satur ent fields being presented will be 

day, May 2, Purchase has been heard. 
selected to host-along with the In a general assembly, Dr. Ronald 
Ameriean Chemical Society-the Breslow will speak on his latest work. 
29th Annual Regional Undergradu After the business meeting at 1 :00 
ate Research Symposium. P.M., a free wine and cheese 

reception-with chamber music
Forty-five papers will be presented will follow. The free luncheon will be 

by undergraduate researchers from last on the schedule. Only those who 
the tri-state area. The fields of chem register are allowed to attend the 
istry represented include physical, reception and the luncheon. 
analytical, organic, and bio Dr. Ronald Breslow, who will make 
chemistry. a presentation to the general assem

i 
t. 

stage. What is time? Which is the time with voids of rr,tery and obscurity. 
in which we are? This is related here During the five years of the short~ 
to life and death. Is it that we die in lived republic 0' Spain, the hate, pas
"life" and live in "deathr' These are ' -sTon, comradict .)ns and tropes drat 
ambiguous terms that exist overflow had divided thE Spaniards through
ing into each other. The characters out the generati( n came to a point of 
have great personal conflicts of dif  ignition in 1936 Garcia Lorca sup
fer(''lt types and qualities. Therefore, ported the progressive forces. 
thel . ave difficulties in communicat- . Be'cause of his po,ition, he was assasi
ing ' ~arly witl--- each other. An abyss nated in his nativ ' province of Gran
of s itude is P' esent; each person is ada by the rebels. ~ainst the republic , 
inv{ led in thei own conflie't, in their a few days befor the beginning of 
own 'orlds. It ; as if society were a the Civil War that vvas to end in Fran
circle made of S laller internal circles co's victory. 

bly, is presently a professor at Colum yields of enzymatic reactions found 
bia University. He attended Harvard · in living systems. 
Univeristy for his Ba'chelors, Masters, In addition to Dr. Breslow, some 
and PhD degrees. His awards include students' from Purchase will have the 

the Fresentus Award of Phi Lambda 
 opportunity to present their 

Upsilon, the Mark Van Daren Medal 
 research. They include Frances Zap
of Columbia University, the Ameri palla, Andrea Davenport, Sam Gil 
can Chemical 'Society Award in Pure bert, Joseph M. Licata, S. Sciortina, 
Chemistry, the Harrison Howe Enoch Baldwin, Bonita K. Marcus, 
Award, the Baekeland - Medal, the George H. Livermore, and S.A. Log
Roussel Prize in Sterords, and the gins. George Livermore presented his 
James Flack Norris Award in Physical paper at the 12th annual meeting of 
Organic Chemistry. the American Chemical Society. 

Some of the research involves glycoThe title of his speech is Organic 
lipids, Hofmann elimination, syntheChemistry Which Imitates Enzyme
sis reactions, conformational analysis,Catalyzed Chemistry. Dr. Breslow will 

. and the extraction of the sex attracbe talking about his most recent 
tant used by the fruit fly.work, but he has already accomp


lished much in chemistry. He has pre The College at Purchase is very 

pared the simplest aromatic system, honored to host this symposium and 

developed the concept of antiaroma also to have Dr. Breslow speak here. 

ticity, and discovered the mechanism After this enlightening symposium is 

of vitamin B-1 action. His important over perhaps more persons will rec

work now is to have the laboratory ognize Purchase for a science school 

approach the specific action and high as well as an arts school. 
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7:00 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 

9:00 p.m. 
9:00 p.m. 
9:00 p.m. 

8:00 a.m. ' 
5:00 p.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 

9:30 p.m. 

12:00 noon 

4:00 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 

8:00 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 

9:00 p.m. 
10:00 p.m. . 

Tuesday! April 28, 1981 

Movie: 'Harlan County, USA' Hum. Aud. 

lecture on 'Women in Leadership Positions' by Mrs. Jewel Jackson McCabe. 


S.S. Aud.) 

Backgammon Tournament in Cappuccino Lounge. 
AntoinlyJefferson Jazz Band in Players Cafe, 2nd floor, CCN. 
Movfi; 'Harlan County, USA' in Hum. Aud. 

Wednesday / April 29, 1981 
The Food Co-op Coffeehouse in basement of CCN. 

Meeting on 'The Culture &Society Major' in 2nd floor lounge, CCS. 

Riding Club Meeting in Rool)1 2008, CCS. 

lecture on 'The Relationship of Marx's Philosophy of Revolution to Women's 


Liberation' in Room 1064, Hum. Building. 
Dancing-WNAS New WaV1! Nioht In CCS. 

Thursday / April 30,1981 
lecture by Barbara London; curator of video art, Museum of Modern Art, in 

Room 1016, VA Building. 
lecture on 'Patterns in Nature' by Fred Solomonin Room 1001, Nat. Sci. Building. 
Concert with Russell Tubbs on flute &Phil Hirschi on cello, room 3003, the gym: 
lecture on Jewish Resistance in Nazi Europe, by Yuri Suhl, - .. . 

in the Fireside Lounge, CCN. 
International Film Series: '40 Guns' in Hum. Aud. 
Theatre: 'The Crown and Courtship' (A Shakespeare Anthology) with the 

Junior Acting Company. in Theatre D, PAC. . 
String Quartet & Clasical Guitar in The Players Cafe, 2nd floor, CCN. 
International Fjlm Series: '40 Guns' in Hum. Aud. 

7:00 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
9':00 p.m. 
-9:00 p.m. 

8:00 a.m. ' 
\ 

12:00 noon 
4:00 p.m. 

6:00 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 

12:00 noon 
5:00 p.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 

-8:00 p.m. 
10:00 p.m. 

4:00 p.m. 
7:00 

Tuesday/May 5, 1981 

Movie: 'The Hellstrom Chronicles' in the Hum. Aud. 

Guest Recital: Christopher Lewis Piano in the Recital Hal.l, Music Building. 

'David ·Wilke and Friends' in the Players Cafe. 2nd floor , ,CCN. 

Movies: 'Incident in a Drugstore' & 'Behind the Scenes at the Peking Circus' 


in the Hum. Aud. 

Wednesday/ May 6, 1981 
The Food Co-op Coffeehouse in the basement of CCN. 

Student Recital: Suzanne Loerch (voice) in Recital -Hall, Music Building. 
Theatre: 'Asi Que Paseu Cinco Anos' (If 5Years Pass) By Frederico Garcia Lorca 

in the Hum. Aud. 
Junior Recital: Michael Weinstein on the horn Recital Hall, Music Building. 
Treger /Watts Duo; violinist &pianistTheatre A, PAC 

Thursday /May 7, 1981 

Student Recital: Carlos Coelho on oboe in the Recital Hall, Music Building. 

Theatre: 'Asi Que' Paseu Cinco Anos' (If 5 Years Pass) In the Hum. Aud. 

Junior Recital: Margaret Parsons(voice) in the Recital Hall', Music Building. 

International Film Series: 'Leda, Web of Passion' Hu m. Aud. 

Junior Recital: Kevin Davids'on on viola in the Recital Hall, Music Building. 

Theatre: 'The Crown &Courtship' Theatre 0, PAC. (see April 30) 


'The Dance Corps at Purchase' Theatre C, PAC. 

International Film Series: 'Femmes Fatales' in the Hum. Aud. 


Friday / May 8, 1901 
Heliotrope & Puce at the apartments. 
Movie: 'Fedora' Humanities Auditorium. 



8:00 p.m. Sinior Rlclta': Jennifer Gerhard on Viola, In the Reaital Hall, Music Building 
8:00 p.m. 
9:00 p.m. 
11:30 p.m. 

4:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.rn~ 

, ~ 

8:00 p.'m. 
8:00 p~m. 
9:00 p.m. 
9:00 p.m. 
11:30 p.m. 

1:00 p.m. 
2:30 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. 
4:00 p.rtI. 
6:00 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 

12:00 noon 
7:00 p.m. , 

~ 

Theatre: 'The Crown & Courtship' in Theatre 0, PAC. (see April 30) 

Movie: 'Hair' in Hum. Aud. 


Movie: 'Fame' in Hum AUd. 


Saturday/ May"2, 1981 

Senior Recital: Deborah Fanning (voice) in 'Recital Hall, Music Building . . 

Movie: 'Coal Miners Daughter' in Hum. Aud. 

Senior Recital: Kathy Tyrell (voice) in Recital Hall, Music Building. 

Theatre: 'The Crown &Courtship' Theatre 0, PAC~ (see April 30) 


ElF Wing Tennis Party $2.00 in advance. 

Movie: 'Fame' in Hum. Aud. 
Movie: 'Hair' in Hum. Aud. 

Sunday/May 3, 1981 
AlB Wing Mural Painting on the mall. 

Student Recital: Richard Stone on the guitar in the Choral Hall, Music Building. 


0 ' . 

Theatre: 'The Crown &Courtsh.ip' in Theatre 0, PAC. 

The Purchase Singers in 'J.S. Bach, A Concerf in the Organ Room of the PAC'. 

Junior Recital: Stuart Coleman (voice) in. the Recita~ Ha',' of the Music Building. 

Student Recital: T.D. Elljls on the bassoon in the Recital Hall of the Music Building. 

Student Recital: Tadeu Coelho on the flutein the Recital Hall of the Music Building. 


M'ondayl May 4,.J 981 

Student Recital: String Quartet in the Recital Hall, Music Building. 

Th'eatre: 'Asi Que Paseu Cinco Anos'(lf 5 Years Pass) By Frederico Garcia Lorca 
in the Hum. Aud. 

,Saturday / May 9, .1981 

Giant Thrift Sale &Rollerskating on the mall. 

Paul Spital1ny Band on the mall. 

So What Band on the mall 

Student recUal: Claire Solomon on the piano Recital Hall, Music Building. 

Movie: 'Fedora' Humanities Auditorium. 

Senior Recital: Lisa Brooke on the violin Recital Hall, Music building. 

Theatre: 'The Crown &Courtship'Theatre 0, PAC (see April 30) 


'The Dance Corps at Purchase' Theatre C, PAC. 

Movie: 'Fedora' Hum. Aud. 

'The Prom That ,Really Isn't' Dining Hall. 

Movie: 'The Fog' Hum. Aud. 


SundayIMay 10, 198'1 

Junior Recital: Neil Frankel on piano Recital Hall, Music Building. 

Theatre: "The Crown &Courtship'Theatre 0, PAC (see April 30) 


The Dance Corps at Purchase Theatre C, PAC. 

Theatre: 'Asi Que Paseu Cinco Anos' (If 5 Years Pass) by Frederico Garcia Lorca 


in the Hum. Aud. 
Junior Recital: Eileen Pasternak on the piano Recital Hall, Music Building. 
Senior Recital: Sheila Loggie (voice) Recital Hall Music Building. 
Coffeehouse with Bob Mulcahy ThtY Pu b, CCS. 

Monday/May 11,1981 

Student Recital: Robert Zubrycki on violin Recital Hall, Music Building·. 
Student Recital: Todd Sisley on piano Recital Hall, Music. Building. 
Quintessential Copacetic Jazz Ensemble with Tom Harrey in the Hum. AUd. 

12:00 noon 
12:QO noon 
2:00 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
~:OO p.m. 
9:00 p.m. 
10:00 p.m. 
12:00 midnight 

2:00 p.m. · 
3:00 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. 

4:00 p.m. 
8:00 .p.m. 
9:00ip.m. 

12:00 noon 
8:00 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
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Good News! The Moony Shapiro 
Is Making a Broadway Comeback 
by Bert Fink 

Who, you may ask , is Moony Sha intently as Moony, played for us by 
piro? He just happens to be one of Timothy jerome, tells us his life story, 
the most prolific song writers of this which is amazing. Born Michael 
century, the most colorful composer Moony in Liverpool, England, the 
since P.D.Q . Bach. Don't tell me you boy came to America where he was 
can't recall his melancholy melody, adopted by a kindly music teacher 
April in Wisconsin, written for Bing Mr. Shapiro, and his wife. Shapiro 
Crosby in the 1945 Oscar-winning A takes a liking to Moony and gives him 
Yank at the Vatican? Or his hit Broad music lessons -("Michael ," he says 
way show of 1954, Happy Hickory? grandly, "Meet my pupils. This is 
What about that great song he wrote George, this is Ira, this is jerome, this 
for Liverpool's Fab Four, I Found is Lorenz ... " ) Very soon Moony has 
Love, in 1964? his first song in a Broadway show, 

If you can't recall any of these mus none other than Feldman's Follies of 
ical gems it is most probably because 1926. Time marches on .and occasion ~ 
Moony Shapiro never existed. The ally Moony is tramped by the passing 
Moony Shapiro Songbook is the pro years. A Hollywood song writer in the 
duct of two mischevious British late '20s, he loses everything he had 
minds, belonging to Monty Norman in the stock ma'rket crash and goes to 
and julian More; the two have con Paris. There he meets and falls in love 
cocted a musical bouquet made up with Bella, a socialist socialite, and the 
entirely of artifical flowers. Song two make it through World War II, 
book, as the show was called in its the McCarthy era and the turbulent 
original London production, is a '60s together. Moony finishes his 
delightful evening of song and memoirs in 1976 and dies one year 
humor; its one-joke theme stretches later - electrocuted by his 
thin only occasionally and the show is I synthesiser. 
offensively cheap just once (I'll get to "Thanks to the generosity of the 
that.) But besides being a spoof of all Shapiro Estate , " as Goldblum 
those Sondheim-Cole Porter-jacques reminds us constantly, over 40 of the 
Brei revues we've seen, Songbook is a composer's songs are presented to us 
witty and affectionate send-up of in a musical parade that rides through 
popular music of the past half the times it celebrates. These songs 
century, from 1920s Broadway to are the stars of this show, and they 
1970s rock. I shine brilliantly. Moony was a schla

Like Larry Gebart's gentle poke at miel and the best he could do was rip 
the double feature film, Movie off other composers. East River Rhap
Movie, this show is tongue-in-cheek sody, in 1926, is a wonderful Gersh
fun . The laughs are never loud knee winesuqe piece ; a lonely torch 
slappers, but it is not impossible to number about a New York gal who 
spend the entire 2 hours of this show constantly wakes up her Los Angelos 
chuckling non-stop. We know, of boyfriend every time she calls him 
course, that the entire evening is a up, Your Time Is Different Than Mine 
put-on, but once we stuff reality would not have been out of place in 
under our seats with the playbills any classy 1932 club. 
then the real fun begins. The com Moony's Oscar-winning numbers 
pany of five that performs this revue from such great movie musicals as 
for us is so much in awe of the Let 's Do. the Show Right Here, with 
legendary Moony that we haven't the Donald O 'Connor, and Bring Back 
heart to tell them that he is just that Tomorrow with Mario Lanza are typi
a legend. But long after we've given cal of the . films they stole from. 
up hope to enlighten them they've Moony turns sullen with his Mes
enlightened us and pretty soon we ~ ages in 1954, which gets even more 
wonder how we could have missed whiny when Bob Dylan gets a hold of 
the talented work of such a genius. it in 1963. Moony even found time to 

We-are-dttly +mpress-ed wh-en nar wrire- two-musicals, including Happy 
rator jeff Goldblum informs us that Hickory, which was his attempt to rip 
the piano being used on stage was, at off Oklahoma!, Finian's Rainbowand 
one tilT Moony's won we listen L' il Abner all at the same time; and 

WPUR 590 Radio: Weekly' Schedule 
I 

3-5 5-7 ~-9 L9-11 I ll-Lam_ 

Frank Lisa & Lisa Rabbi Adelman Funky FinchGuest Spot 
Menchaca . "Mixed Fruit" I "The Starliner"j"lntrePld Traveller'Mon I 

Jayne Julie Langsam I Perry ! Lisa ShallelVann WilliamsTue R.A. IThe Big Bartender;"Sandman" Fanelli 
Resnick 

Spyder LeeGlenn Korman WallerDabney MillerGuest SpotWed. "Love in the Dorfman 
Afternoon" 

Susan AdlerDr. NoLisetteGwenThur l Michael Mok & "The Alternative"LacourtGellerAlan Cugiiani 

JimSteve Edson Womble • Maggie 
Spione

Sweet ''1''Fri 
II . Wilson "the good dr." Frederick 

II 

MIke's Mellow 
Gold Ted G Artee'sPeggy & John .Sat 

Natalie I (the Intern) Vega Partee 

Red Hot and Black, a musical version fast : paced, zany musical revue invites 
of Zola's {accuse. The latter was such us to laugh at everything we sec and 
a bomb it closed in Boston, the then suddenly flashes a large swastika 
former was such a smash it was on the screen and parades foaming-
revived on Broadway with an all - at-the-mouth Gestapo on stage, the 
black cast in 1977. change of gears is too abrupt and we 

The performers here are marve- see only a cheap bastardization of 
lous. With the help of three off-stage tragedy on . the level of Hogan's 
vocals, and Franne Lee's versatile and Heroes. But for .the most part Norman 
seemingly endless parade of quickie- and More have done their job quite 
costumes, the company of five acts .well. They have taken what might have 
like a cast of thousands. jeff Goldb- been a clever 15-minute sketch on 
lum is the narrator; he opens the Saturday Night Live (the old Saturday 
show with a song where he proves he Night Live , that is) and developed it 
can't sing and a dance step that into a full evening of entertainment 
proves he ain't so hot in that depart- that holds our interest quite easily, 
ment either. The other four come on George Faison 's choreography had 
to rescue him quick enough though, a lot. of arm-waving and feet-leaping, 
and he did have a boyish charm that but It segued from decade to decade 
won me over. Gradually. Timothy ratheJ nicely. jonathon Lynn'sdirec
jerome was a likable schmuck in his tion kept the show running at a fast 
portrayal of Moony, the musical clip and he made nice use of the 
muse. Gary Beach was like an eager limited company, the enormous bulk 
little kid, filling up the lose spots of material and Wendall K. Harring
nobody else took and offering us a ton's projections. Saul Radomsky 
glimpse or two of the many deranged provided the set, sm_aJI b~! adeguate, 
characters he played . and Tharon Musser the lighting. The 

The two women in the show were sound by OUs Munderloh was unob
Annie McGreevey andlLLdy Kaye. trusive, which. is .how it should .be, 
Ms. McGreevey, a tiny body with a and a .few of his. trlc~s ",:,ere effective. 
hell of a voice and a wonderfully Speaklng,of which , Ind.lrectly, one of. 
expressive face flung herself into por- my favorite moments In the show is 
trayals of among others, a bitchy Hol- ~hen .we a~e treated to a record ed 
Iywood columnist, a morbid silent 'nterview With .Hal Prince in which he 
movie queen, a wacky London war- "em~mbers his old friend Moony 
time WAC, and a spaced-out but hip Shapiro. 
flower ch ' I. judy Kaye, last seen on The Moony Shapiro Sonf!book is 
Broadway as Lily Garland in On the for nostalgia buffs, show biz fans and 
Twentieth Century, proved herself a lovers of ~h~ gentle pastiche. It isn't 
dry comedienne with excellent tim- alot, but It IS fun and much of it is 
ing in her portrayal of Moony'ssensi- very, very witty. So if you're tired of 
ble wife Bella' a versatile mimic who all those musical revues' that cele
went from Reverend Mother to brate the greats, if you don't want to 
Mrs.Shapiro in a lightening flash ; and hear . a~y more elega~t Ellington or 
a splendid singer. With over 100 . sophisticated .Sondhelm, then join 
characters singing 40 songs, it is hard ~oony. Shapiro and four of his 
to remember who sand what but I friends In a pleasant celebration of 
remember two of judy Kayd's'songs I.he not-so-great. ~fter all, its people 
with ease: Mister Destiny in Act I and like Moony Shapiro who make the 
a sad, low rendition of Moony's . rest of us feel talente? _ 
favorite number, Don't Play That . The \O~)ny Shapiro Songbook, 
Lovesor.'! Anymore in Act II. . lIke Ger !11 and Hollywood/Ukraine 

, . . . is a co· , low-budget show that 
Monty Norman s musIc and juhan charges l ig-budget Broadway prices. 

More's lyrics are wedded to each The f1.lorosco Theatre does not 
other and the ti~es they s~tire per- accommodate standing room but 
fectly. The book IS clumsy In places during previews tickets have almost 
and a ~hole se~me(?t set ~n Nazi Ger- alway~ been on half-price at the TKTS 
many IS .I ppaJ~I~? They re not sup- bC?oth Ticket availability in the future 
posed to like It, I overheard one of WIll depend largely on the critics' 
~he shC?w:s staff membe.rs s~y during reacti on to this show, which opens 
intermission . Well, we dldn t. When a officially on May 3. 
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Amadeus Presents War With God 
In What Is a 'Most Dazzling Form' 

By Bert Fink 
In The Royal Hunt of the Sun Mozart," he announces with a sour 

(1964), British playwright Peter expression , "Or ' Did I Do It .' '' 
Shaffer set an ordinary man , the Thanks to Shaffer 's graceful writing, 
Spanish Conquistadore Pizarro, our host is able to slip in and out of 
against an Inca Sun God. As he ruth the years with ease, as well as being 

I/essly hints down and dismantles able to very naturally comment on a 
this legend of a God, Pizarro confides scene even as he is in the thick of it. 
in us and we find that his ability to The Salieri of 30 years whom we 
grapple with the unseen powers is meet is a devout, religious man who 
overshadowed by his intense disap has struck a bargain with God: if God 
pointment that the God s can, indeed , would grant him the giftcif becoming 
be destroyed . In Equus (1973) , we an exemplary composer than he, in 
become the confidants of Dr. Martin turn , shall lead a blameless~ soulful 
Dysart, an English psychiatrist who is life. Evidently God must have agreed 
equally dismayed as he smothers a to the terms for here it is, 1781 , and 
boy's individuality simply by destroy Salieri is court composer to Joseph II 
ing his god, the horse Equus. But it is and his music is loved and cheered 
in Shaffer's newest work , Amadeus, throughout the Austrian Empire. 
which opened at the Broadhurst Mozart's arrival in Vienna barely 
Theatre last December , where the catches Salieri 's attention . His first 
smoldering tremors of a War with view of the younger composer is in a 
God come hurtling forward in their Baroness's library, where Mozart 
darkest, most.dazzling form. makes his entrance on all fours, chas

like its two predecessors, Amadeus ing a delectable young girl (fleeing 
is a full evening of thrilling , plausible and chirping like a mouse) across the 
theatre, all grown out of one germ of 
historical reality. Fact : Wolfgang 
Amadeus Mozart, one of the greatest 
composers who ever lived , died at 
the age of 35 in poverty and alone. 
Fact : Throughout his ten years spent 
in Vienna , Mozart's efforts to suc
ceed as a composer were constantly 
being thwarted by someone in 
authority at ,the court of Emperor 
Joseph II. Fact: The court composer 
at that time was an Italian , Antonio 
Salieri. Fact : In 1823, 32 years after 
Mozart's death, an aging Salieri tried 
to commit suicide. Why? For the lat
ter part of his life the old man insisted 
that he had murderd Mozart. 

Armed with this murky but explo
sive data Shaffer has created a play 
that works on several planes. On the 
one hand Amadeus is a superbly 
crafted costu me thriller , a psycholog
ical cat-and-mouse game and the tale 
is carried out so smoothly as to make 
Shaffer 's brother Anthony, author of 
Sleuth, damn proud . On the other 
hand, Shaffer sets up a gripping and ;; ,_ ., 

explosive dramatic conflict by pitting library floor; understandably, this 
Sa lieri against Mozart, and, in tandem former child prodigy does not seem 
with that, sets Man against God and to threaten Salieri 's domination of
mediocrity against genius. the Vienna music scene. 

The play begins at the en~L .It is a 
cold, rainy November night in 1823 But a short while later Salieri is left 
a.nd Salieri is pla-nning to die on ,the alone in the library where he can 
morrow; before he does, however, soon hear the strains of a composi
the 75 year old wants to ease his soul. tion by Mozart come floating into the 
He looks to us, the audience, and asks room . Salieri listens and so do we; in 
us to be his confessors as he recounts one of the most eloquent scenes of 
the events leading up to his present, the play he carefully, delicately savors 
dreary situation. "The Death of each lovely waft and turn of the music 
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as it com-es drifting in, and the expres composer as a child stuffed intd 
sion on his face is a bewildered clash . grown-up restrictions is marvelous. A 
of joy, at hearing such splendour, and frisky lad who rocks back and forth 
dismay. Mozart is a genius. on his heels impatiently when pres

Horribly, wildly, furiously, Salieri e!"'ted before the Emperor, who 
realizes that God has chosen Mozart, stands up on a palace chair to make a 
not he, to be blessed with a gift for ' point, who is naive enough to think 
music. Mozart, Salieri moans, has Salieri his closest friend, Mozart 
been given the gift to make beauty comes alive , not always unsympa
out of the ordinary while he, it seems, 

thetically, thanks to Curry's splendid
can only make ordinary out of the 

performance.
beauty . But M o zart is a spoiled brag

gart, a sick , perverted , drinking wom

anizer; how can this be? Obviousy The production differs little from 

God has not lived up to his end of the 
 the original , which opened 17 
bargain. Loudly, tauntingly Salieri , months ago in London . Other than
declares-a war on God ; he shall forgo adding a scene in which Mozart takes 
his virtuosity, he shall take on a mis  Salieri to the first performance of Die 
tress, he shari lie, cheat and destroy, Zauberfl -te , and eliminating Salieri's 
he shall block God and God 's chosen manservdnt as a vocal figure, the play 
in Vienna , Wolfgang Amadeus remains the same. Sir Peter Hall's 
Mozart. It is a powerful scene. l direction is splendid, conducting the 

Collected from fragments of his-, playas if it were an opera ; his con
tory, and shaped into life by Shaffer 's trolled use of shadows gives the work 
gift for characterization, Salieri, a dark , magical aura. John Bury's set 
Mozart and the Viennese court come does not work quite as well here, if 
to life vividly. The biggest shock for only because the two stages are radi 
most audiences is coming to terms cally different, London's Olivier 
with the playwright's portrait of being an' open, fan-shaped audito
Mozart . As played by Tim Curry, the rium while the Broadhurst is a more 
composer is an immature, rude, per traditional , self-confined space. The 
verted drunkard who is fascinated by beautiful costumes, powdered wigs 
dirty words and trips to the and gold-leafed interiors do more 
bathr 'om . And yet, Shaffer insists than make up for any architectural 
that his depiction of Mozart is an mishaps} ~owever. 
accurate one, that he can support 
nearly ev ' ~ ry one of his character's 

~ 

lines wit quotes from his private 
papers a d notes. The London pro
gram fo Amadeus contains a letter 
from MO_Mt, age 21, addressed to his 
cousin Maria Anna Thekla, dated 
November 5, 1777 that begins : "Well 
I wish you good night, but first shit 
into your bed and 'make it burst... " 

The th ree leading---ae1of-s-in-the 
Broadway production are English 
imports and each is excellent. Ian 
McKellen of the Royal Shakespeare 
Company leads the way as Salieri , as (Amadeus rarely, if ever, sends 
equally at home at age 75 as at age 30. tickets to the TKTS Booth in Times 
His portrait of an imperious, satisfied Square and yet I cannot recommend 
snob who slowly crumbles under the it highly enough. When Isawtheplay 
baleful gare of God is magnificent; I paid $10 for standing room; that is 
his insights' into this glum, self an exorbitant price I grant you, but 
d ubbe -' " Patron Saint of Mediocrity" the view is fine and it is the most 
are wonderful Jane Seymour is Con economical way to see this play 
stanze, Mozart's wife, and her trans nowadays. Try to it before latesee 
formation too , from a flighty , giggly May, when Tim Curry leaves to begin 
teenager . to a haggardly woman filming Annie. Standing room, incid
brought down by her husband 's entally, is sold on the day of perfor
irresponsibility, is m'ovi!1g. mante only, 'and only if the 

As Mozart Trm Curry is absolutely performance is sold out;, these days, 
electrifying; his depiction ,. of _the Amadeus usually is.) 

VOLUNTEER AND FIELD WORK OPPORTU~ITIES AT 
BLYTHEDALE CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL VALHALLA, N.Y. 
Opportunities for students are available at this 
rehabilitation center (15" from SUNY) for chil 
dren 2-18 yrs. School, Therapy &Recreational 
programs run 9-9, 7 days a wk. No special skills 
are needed for lovers of children. The career 
minded and those with talents such as speakers, 
writers, arts &craftspersons, tutors, musicians, 
actors, swimmers &interpreters are encoura~ed 
to contact Ruth Saron, Director, Department of 
Volunteer Services at 592-7555 X 228/229. 
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by Glenn Korman 

Tuesday, April 28 

Mondo Cane (1963)-dir : Jaco
petti. Eposodic. documentary that 
dwells on the subject of (dare I say it) 
"decadence. " It was rather infamous 
in its day, and as recently parodied in 
"Mr. Mike 's Mondo Video." I 
haven't seen it but it is said to be quite 
funny. 

Harlon County, USA (1976)-d ir: 
Barbara Kopple. T.his is a moving and 
compassionate documentary about 
the Kentucky Coalminer 's strike of 
1973. The film makes no effort 
towards objectivity as it clearly sides 
with the striking miners for whom 
union fervor seems as ingrained as 
Black Lung. The film covers the 
notorious period of the Yablonski 
'murders-and ' moves forward to a 
(temporary) resolution of the 13 
month strike. This emotional docu
ment shows us a heroic working class 
in somewhat black and white terms. 
But in the wake of the Reagan Admi
nistration's attempts to do away with 
Black Lung Insurance and many other 
crucial mining regulations, this 
mythic view of unionism has never 

as sung (and sung) by Irene Carra, is 
catchy like the plague. As a youth film 
Fame was yet another harbinger of 
the current conservative ice age in its· 
trendy and conformist view of indi
viduality. Subtley reactionary, an 
alternate title might have been 
Gidget Goes Bohemnian. . 

Hair (1979)-dir: Milos Forman, 
with TrearWiliaims and John Savage. 
Adapted from the famous Broadway 
musical, this ,version is surprisingly 
fresh . It's been staged like a period 
film as is appropriate to a representa
tion of that transient age of Aquari us. 
The wonderful score has been 
worked into a narrative framework 
that did not exist in the original and 
into the new and inventive choreo
graphy of Twyla Tharp. As a young 
conservative who is given a brief taste ' 
of hippiedom before entering the 
army, Savage gives his usual watery 
performance with uncharacteristic 
charm . Forman 's fatuously anti 
establishment direction is the only 
obvious sixties relic . The musical 
highlight is a soulful version of Easy to 
be Hard. 

~~ 
~~ -

with William Holden and Masthe 
Keller. Wilder's last released film is a 
study of the Hollywood image 
machine in the mode of Sunset Blvd. 
This film is, however, more medita
tive than that classic and less hypnoti 
cally tawdry. Based on a Thomas 
Tryon novella, the tale concerns 
Holden's attempts to lure a myste
rious and reculsive Barbo-like actress 
out of retirement for his new film. 
The plot is not at all convincing, 
though this might be attributed to 
poor casting. But fans interested in 
the Hollywood tradition and in 
Wilder 's ongoing vacillation between 
cynicism and sentimentality may find 
this view of the film world quite mov
ing. , 

Sunset Blvd. (1950)-dir: Billy 
Wilder, with Gloria Swanson, William 
Golden and Erich Von Stroheim. 
Faded silent film star Norma Oes

mond is living in a decaying mansion 
with her butler (and onetime 
husband-director) Max, When hun
gary, young Joe Gillis turns off Sunset 
and into her driveway. He stays on (0 

help with her "comeback " ve'rsion 0; 
"Salome" and becomes her kept 
lover and , victim. This brilliant, 
baroque film is one of the most cyn i
cal to come out of Hoilywood and 
certainly the most cynical about Hol 
Iywood . Wilder (Double Indemnity, 
Some Like it Hot) wrote the kind of 
screenplays that a'ren 't written any
more, and ' this one is so breathtak
i ngly clever that it cuts far more 
deeply than mere atire. The per
formers are wonderfully creepy par
ticularly Swanson 's. She tells us "I am 
big , it's the pictures that got small. " 
The use ofthe film 's ghoulish last shot 
in the Hoora y for Hollywood finale of 
the recent Academy, Awards, is 
among the many ironies generated 
by this film narrated by a corpse. 

International Films: Forty Guns a 
Good Introduction.- to Sam Fuller 

~ ~emed healthier or more appealing. 

Fri. &. Sat. May 1 & 2 

Fame (1980)-dir : Alan Parker. A 
musical fiction about the students of 

New York's High School for the Per

forming Arts, that lets an attractive 

and energetic young cast loose in a 

land of sub-"Chorus Line " show biz 

homilies. These teenagers seem to 


, suffer from more creative angst than 

did Kafka in a lifetime. The music 

itself is catchy, though the title song, 


Tuesday May 5 

The Hellstrom Chronicle (1979)
dir : Walon Green. A highly regarded , 
Academy award winning documen
tary about insect life. I have not seen 
it and don 't intend to as I'm rather 
phobic about the whole subject. Co
features-Incident in a Drug Store 
and Behind the Scenes ~H the Peking 
Circus-both by Joris Ivens. 

Fri. & Sat. May 8 & 9 
Fedora(1980)-dir : Billy Wilder, 

Director SamFuller, "one of the cinema's great primitives." 

by David Schwartz 
Thurs., April 30, 8 & 10 p.m. 
Forty Guns; The American director 
Sam Fuller appears briefly in Jean-Luc 
Godard's Pierrot Le Fou , to pronounce 
that " film is like a battleground: love, 
hate, action, violence, death ... ln one 
word, Emotion." This has become 
Fuller's cinematic credo, because all 
of these elements are at the center of 
his films. 

Working as a director of relatively 
low budget westerns, war movies and 
crime films, he is one of cinema's 
great primitives. His brutal, aggres
sive, and always inventive style has 
earned him the praise of , many 
French critics (especially Godard) 
and ~ cult following among film 
lovers. 

Fuller was a newspaper boy, then a 
crime reporter, before his short sto
ries and novels led to work as a 
scriptwriter in the 30's. When writing , 
he uses a blackboard to chart the pro
gression of the script, and he des
cribes his writing process like this: 
" White is the chalk I use for the conti 
nuity of the story; yellow for the 
introduction of a character; blue for 
anything romantic; and red for action 
and violence. If I don 't have an 
increase in red from the end of act 
one th rough the end of act two to the 
end of act three, I know I am in 
trouble." 

'Fuller is the quintessential cigar
chomping B-movie director, who 
calls " action " on the set by firing a 
gun into the air. The brilliance of his 
films is that they bring truth and force 
to what could easily become crude 
and cliched subject matter. 

Forty Guns is the ultimate Fuller 
movie, and its showing here is excit 
ing for a number of reasons. The film 
will be shown in its rarely seen cinem 
ascope version (It was shown at the 
Public Theater in New York last year, 
but in a scanned, flat pr int) . 

Forty Gpns is Fuller;s n;ost stylisti
cally rich and inventive film, and it 
uses the widescreen brilliantly. Jean
Luc Godard wrote of the film "Each 
scene, each shot of this savage and 
brutal western, shot in black and 
white Cinemascope in under ten 
days, is so rich in invention, and SO 
bursting with dari ng conceptions that 
it reminds one of the extravagances 
of Abel Gance (Napoleon) and 
Stroheim." 

Because he works outside of the 
multi-million dollar Hollywood sys
tem, Fuller is free to do pretty much 
whatever he wants in his films. There 
is a stylistic inventiveness and freedom 
in Forty Guns where film techniques 
are played with just for the sheer 
exhiliration of it. The film is a bizarre 
subversion of the Western that antici
pated the " anti-Westerns" of the 60's 
and 70's like the films of Arthur Penn 
(Bonnie & Clyde , Missouri Breaks, 
Little Big Man) and Sam Peckinpah. 

Barbara Stanwyck , who was 
recently honored by the Film Society 
of Lincoln Center (her most well 
know roles were in Stella Dallas, The 
Lady Eve, Double Indemnity and 
Meet John Doe) stars as the leader of 
a cowboy gang, which is just one of 
the elements of the film's strange 
blend of sex and violence . 

Godard payed homage to Forty 
Guns in his own Breathless by copy
ing a shot in the film where Gene 
Barry is courting Eve Brent , who 
works in a gun shop. Jokingly, Gene 
aims a rifle at her. We see Eve through 
the barrel of the gun . The camera 
tracks forward until the mouth of the 
barrel frames her in a closeup. Cut, to 
a shot of them kissing. 

Forty Guns is the perfect introduc
tion to the work of one of America 's 
great but lesser known di rectors. 
Fuller 's most recent film was last 
year 's The Big Red One, 
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Beckett, in IS-Minute Rockaby, • 


Says More Than Some4-Hour Plays 

by Ney Fonseca Jr. 

On many different occasions I've 
had a chance to hear or read the 
name of Samuel Beckett associated 
with the so-called theatre of the 
absu rd. Th is misconception usually 
comes from both an erroneous ana'ly
sis of his work, and a frantic need 
historians have to place artists in spe
cific schools of thought and style. 
Unlike Eugene lonesco or Jean 
Genet, Beckett rarely uses what we 
ordinarily call "absu rd" situations as a 
starting point for his plays, and even if 
he sometimes develops his subjects' 
in similar ways, his theatrical devices 
are essentially different from those of 
the two other playwrights. 

In Waiting for Godot for instance, 
the premise is of two men waiting for 
a third character, a perfectly realistic 
situation. The fact that Godot never' 
shows up, and that his absence 
becomes a philosophical statement 
on contemporary life, is part of a uni
que way of developing certain sub
jects that belong to Beckett in a way 
that cannot be easily catalogued for 
the sake of historical needs. His thea
tre is basically about that thin boun
dary between art and life that is the 
central focus of most of the aesthetic 
controversies concerning modern 
aI'\. A boundary that is thin, bu, 
strong enough to differentiate true 
artists from creative cheaters. 

Two weeks ago Purchase had a 
chance to celebrate the artist's 75th 
birthday, with a group of events that 
included the performance of two of 
Beckett's latest works: Enough and 
Rockaby. 

As performed by the English actress 
Bille Whitelaw and directed by Alan 
Schneider, the evening eloquently 
proved that Samuel Beckett, unlike 
most of the great playwrights from 
the first half of this century, still has a 
lot to say about that thin boundary 
mentioned above. 

Enough is a short monologue that 
can be read in many different WC\ys. 
Written in the first person it C"1" be 
viewed as a caustic vision of.J fl)( very 
exciting relationship, or the immohil 
ity of a middle class wife's life. written 
from her perspective, the story deals 
with a subject very dear to the 
author: lack of communication . As 
Miss Whitelaw says at the end of this 
funny monologue, "In my life, the 
weather was eternally mild." This line 
sets the tone of this woman's life. For 
her; life was just a daily routine of 
agreeing to everything her man said, 
even 'hen he was incredibly wrong. 
As in most of Beckett's work, the. 
manipulation of the words is brilliant, 
and the witty verbal tricks lead to a 
feeling of puzzlement the author 
creates by relating ordinary creatures 
not as much as human beings in the 
literal sense, but rather as ghosts of 
wh.lt we expect characters to be. 

Miss Whitelaw emphasizes this 
conception by reading the story in an 
almost didactic way that creates a 
v ry curious and intellignet contra
diction: although the text is in the 
first person, she detaches herself 
from it in the manner of a high school 
English teacher reading to her class. 

. The result is a sober and strangely 
anticlimatic performance. In a way, 
she tries to let the text read by itself, 
demonstrating that the actor can also 
be a mere vehicle for the author's 
ideas, a conception that fits perfectly 
the sarcastic tone of the story. 

When this amazing actress comes 
back for Rockaby she looks much, 
much older. Wearing a black 
sequined gown and sitting on a rock
ing chair, she rocks both physically 
and mentally, her thoughts wonder
ing softly through her confused 
memories When her dreamy 
thoughts seem to be escaping from 
her, she whispers in an almost painful 
way: "more." 

In fit'teen' minutes the play shows a 
woman who, during her life searched 
futiley for "another creature like her
self." Hesitantly, she spent her days 
moving "to and fro, " and now, at 
"theslose of a long day," she is falling 
asleep. The difference this time, is 
that she'll never wake up. 

Like Alain Resn-ais ' camera in -"Last 
Year in Marienbad," the visual effect 
of the old lady rocking slowly on her 
chair is hypnotic. One cannot think 
or look at anything else but at the 
exquisitely sinister figure on stage. 
Even after the play was over, I caught 
myself thinking insistently about the 
almost scary intensity of Miss Whitel
aw's eyes, staring at something that 
seemed to be much beyond the 
understanding of any of us in the 
audience. 

With Rockaby Beckett says more in 
fifteen minutes than any other playw
right would in a four hour play. The 
idea is not to overwhelm the 
audience with facts, situations and 
charaters, but simply to give us the 
intensity of the main feelings. The 
rest is then taken home by each one 
of us, as I realized later on. 

At first I felt like labeling Rockaby a 
minimalist play. Then I realized the 
futility of my intention. After 75 years, 
Beckett has matured his art to a point 
that he doesn't have to say much to 
be understood anymore. Like the 
best works of modern art, Rockaby 
just gives a hint of everything it con
tains. The artist then is just one of the 
factors contributing to the creation of 
the work, which is only (or never) 
completed by the viewer's personal 
understanding and conception . In 
the theatre, it seems that nobody has 
understood this basic truth better 
than the always surprising Mr. 
Beckett. 

COUNSELORS NEEDED 

for residential summer camp-general, 
specialists, Unit heads, RN, WSI-

Call or write: 

Camp Madison-Felicia, 

R.D. #1 
Putnam Valley, N.Y. 10579 
(914) 528-8019. 

-
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Do you think that the space shuttle 
is beneficial to the U.S.? 

Mark B. Springer, Philosophy' 
tChemistry "The quantitative 
realities involved with the furtherings 
of humanity is lineated rather explic
itly in the space shuttle, because 
they're not making more land. The 
more land that we will have is in 
space, If we don't get there we just 

.won't have more people.....Space is 
where we are supposed to go...so 
why should we die because we're on 
one planet? Why should the pioneer 
mentality cease to relate to us as a 
driving force because we've run out 
of cities? like Brooklyn? Let's go to 
Queens! The analogies are profuse. 
If we don't qo, then maybe blue 
q~adropeds will ar)Q tell us to leave. 
It's been hinted at in fiction and it is 
a very real consideration for a lot of 
people." 

Mark Abushady, Natural 
Science "I think its scientifically 
fascinating .. .. 1 worry about the fact 
th1t the laser beam system will stall. 
I'm talking about it as detonating the 
atoP1 bombs on the way over, but at 
the s~e time it can also be deve
loped for use as a defense tactic. -I 
worry about it being used for des
tructive purposes. I read in U.S. 
World Report It\at the U.S. put all 
their time Wld ...... rgy irto .... before 
the Russians ....~ the f\tKSians 
.can hold us cap,,_ They reeI~~1tt.t 
If we get it (jone, we can hOIcI ..... 
captive... .1 do think there are be~ . 
projects the money could be put 
into, e.g, education and student 
grants and loans." 

Regg ie Coleman, DEO 
"Well, I feel that technology in 


itself...will soon lead to destruction. If 

the space exploration can be 

respected and not abused, then tech

nology can be beneficial.. ..As in the 

past, the U.S. advanced the technol

ogy when the technology had been 

used and abused . That is when , 

technology has been a disadvantage 

because I think that it will soon be 

used as a means for creating nuclear 

weapons in space... .1t depends on 

how the technology is used-it can 

be beneficial." . 


" 
\ ~ 

Ian Gray, DEO 
"To totally spend a great deal of 

money upon that when there are 
people ' in the world in great need, 
then I don't know if the space shuttle 
is beneficial. ... lt would be beneficial 
if the money that was spent could be 
spent on the country itself .... lt's good 
because we're making new discover
ies a'nd we're exploring different 
dimensions. On the other hand, it's 
not good because a significant 
amount of American money is used 
on that and I feel that some of the 
money should be used for domestic 
affairs. " 
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APRIL SHOWERS this 
year included Phil 
Miller's music, por

trait artist Shirlee 
Brownell, and many 
other attractions by 
outside people as well 
as Purchase students. 

PHOTOGRAPHS BY VAL WILLIAMSON 

TENNIS 

by Val Williamson 

The writer is an assistant to the 
director of intramurals sports. 

The Spring season is under way and 
the men are doing fairly well. Adotei 
.'\kwei and Robert Reiss are unde
felted so far into this season. They are 
second doubles team to Bob Lavelle· 
and David Monigal. The third dou
bles are Brett Sullivan and Art Walker 
.orChris Kaufman. 

The results from the games so far 
dre: 
412 Western Connecticut State ... 4-3 L 
4/ 6 Marist College ... ............ 7-2 L 
4/ 8 Kings College ... .. .. . . : . .. .. 9-0 L 
4/10 Lehman College .... .. . ..... 6-3 L 
4/11 Manhattanville ....... . rained out 
4120 William Patterson ... . ....... 4-3 L 

MEN'S VARSITY TENNIS TEAM 1981 
Sat. May 2 . " ..... ... Baruch College 

1:00 p.m...... ..... . ..... . . . Home 
Fri. May 8 ... .. John Jay College Co-ed 

3:30 p.m ... ......... ........ . Away 
Mon. May 11 .... ... St. Francis College 

3:30 p.m.. . ............ .. ... Home 
Sat. May 16 ... Hunter College Co-ed 
1:00 p.m..... ...... ......... .. Home 
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Although they haven't done well 
on the scoreboard, the men have 
done their best on the court. They are 
mainly players from high school or 
nov-ices. Only Agwei and Kaufman 
have played much competetive 
tennis. 

FRISBEE 

The Eastern United States Ultimate 

Championships will be May 2 & 3 on 
the Purchase campus. The Eastern 
Championships will be sponsored by 
the SUNY Purchase Hying disc club 
and the U.P.A. 

Some colleges and clubs that will 
be here for the competition are Cor
nell, The Boston Aero-discs, Michi
gan State, Ohio University, University 
of Massachusetts, and The Heifers of 
Manhattan. 

The Women Ultimate teams of 
Columbia Universi·ty, Glassboro State 
College, Ohio University, the Boston 
"Blue," and five other women's 
teams that will be competing depar
ately from the championship tourna
ment. They will be participating in 
exhibition games. 
• The games will be held on the 

Great Lawn, the soccer fields, and the 
open field behind the Center for the 
Arts. 

Rochester -. . . . ,
B~ffalo Syracuse 

Hitch your next ride home with us.... 
We'll take you south to Long Island.._. 
upstate to Albany, Utica, Syracuse, 
Rochester and Buffalo. Service also 
to Lake George, Lake Placid and the 
Adirondacks. Three trips daily .._.Extra 
weekend service. Ride with us ....We're 
going in your direction. 

WHITE PLAINS NEW ROCHELLE 
While Plains Bus Clr Roslw's Travel 

1 Mian SI reel 410 Main SI. 

SchenectadY-f. ,~ 
Utica 

949-2342 633-7174 

New York CitYe, "--= 

Adirondacks 

• 

. ~ 

Long Island 
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'Quilts From Kansas' Opens at Museum 
by Donald McVinney 

An exhibition entitled, Quilts from 
Kansas, opened on Sunday April 5, 
1981, at the Neuberger Museum and 
will remain on view through August 
23,1981 . There are twenty-five quilts 
on display, dating from 1800 to 1950. 
All have been loaned by the Helen 
Foresman Spencer Museum of Art at 
the Universi ty of Kansas at Lawrence. 

This loan exhibition of folk quilts 
highlights the various design tech
niques traditionally involved in quilt
making. The four categories of quilts 
represented include the pieced quilt, 
in which geometrically cut pieces of 
fabric are sewn together to form a 
pattern; th e applique quilt, in which 
pieces of cut fabric are sewn onto 
larger areas of another fabric; \the 
stuffed quilt, requiring' greater teich
nical proficiency, in which the design 
is stitched into two solid , facing pie
ces of neutral colored fabric rather 
than applied ; (Cotton is inserted 
through the backing to fill out the 
des ign) ; and the combined quilt, in 
which two or more of the above tech
niques are used within an individual 
quilt. 

A number of geometric quilts, 
using both pieced and applique 
methods, are represented in the 
exhibition . For the contemporary 
audience that relates to the vocabu
lary of geometric abstraction, these 
patterned qui Its will be ani nspi ra
tion. Sawtooth, c. 1850 (85" x 88") is 
composed of red triangles on a white 
field, with quilting in an all-over fish
scale pattern . Drunkard' s Path, c. 
1880 (84" x 72") with its triangularly
patterned corners uses printed fabric 
(cotton, gingham, calicoes) in its 
design of curves and half-circles. 
Lone Star, c. 1870 (97W' x 92W') with 
no border has an eight-pointed star. 
that fills the entire field and creates a 
strong visual effect. The tiny 
diamond-shaped pieces that make 
up this star vary in tonal value and 
color. There is a subtle transforma
tion from one color to the next by 
means of off-hued values that results 
in a tremendous burst of color. A 
related quilt is the Star of Bethlehem, 
c. 1893 (83" x 83") . Using combined 
techniques, this quilt features a large, 
eight-pointed star in the central field 
of the quilt made from small colored 
diamonds, with smaller stars of the 
same color scheme placed between 
the points. Bright tertiary orange
yellows and primary reds 
predominate. 

There are a number of quilts with 
floral designs in symmetrical patt
erns. In Oriental Poppy, 1950 (86" x 
86W) four kinds of quilt stitching are 
used. In the main field, the stitching is 
a diamond pattern, with fish-scale 
and linear stitching in the secondary 
areas. At the edge, there is an egg and 
dart motif. The quilt has a white 
ground onto which the flowers are 
appliqued. These are made of bright 
red and delicately printed pink 
fabrics (cotton, calico) with a fine
printed green used for the leaves. 
The quilt is divided into sections by 
lin~s in a saw-toothed pattern. The 
border's repeat motif is a horizontal 
crescent with a single flower growing 
upward. The blu nt-nosed, rounded 
corners add to the overall delicacy of 
the quilt. . 

Other fl oral designs include 
Wreath of Roses, c. 1940 (91" x 91") 
which has a white field with 
appliqued flowers made from red , 
peach, and pink colored fabric, and a 
beautiful, intricately stitched design 
in the wreath area; and Paradise 

Garden , c. 1945 (93" x 94W') which 
has acenter floral design ina geomet
ric arrangement. This is surrounded 
by a wreath of birds and berries, and 
is finished with a floral border con
taining various flowers. 
Ther~ is a hieroglyphic language 

implicit in quilt-making in which 
familiar surroundings, historical 
events, and Biblical narratives are 
!I 

municates to us a sense of what family 
life was like around the year 1800. But 
it also conveys a sense of what the 
quilt-maker, Mrs. Wilson , was think
ing, feeling, and remembering while 
making the quilt. 

In an excerpt from an old diary, a 
woman expresses all that went into a 
quilt, and it seems appropiate to 
quote her : 

-.,y..,... ..._w_rww~..................~""rF'r' ...J1'1. 

American Quilt, " North Carolica Lily," from Quilts from Kansas exhib{t. 

abstracted into simple patterns. 
This may be seen to advantage in 

the oldest quilt in the exhibition, 
attributed to the Wife ofQuartermas
ter Wilson of the British Army. This 
combined English quilt of c. 1800 
(100" 'X 100") is an example of the quilt 
as a family record. It functions as a 
window that allows us to see into this 
world . 

The secondary field is composed of 
an all-over diamond pattern that is 
formed by pieces of printed and soUd 
fabric repeated at regular intervals. In 
the primary area there is a central 
oval that contains applique figures of 
family members wearing intricately
detailed costumes. 

The figures are arranged between 
two clasical columns with ivy twisted 
around them. In the traditional visual 
language of quiltmaking, ivy repres
ents the love between family 
members, linked together in mutual 
love and understanding. The ivy's 
upward growth symbolized an earth
bound aspiration toward heaven. 

The figures appear in three rows, 
with each row perhaps indicating one 
generation of the family . Beneath 
their feet, patches of green have 
been embroidered, a small detail that 
indicates the amount of work 
involved in this quilt. 

Along the border, there is a row of 
circles, each containing scenes of fig
ures that communicate by means of 
narrative gesture. In one scene, a 
man is depicted proposing to ayoung 
woman in the traditional stance, 
upon one knee. In another, a clipper 
ship appears in the distant water and 
two sailors are seen resting on the 
dock. Other scenes include uni
formed soldiers on horseback during 
a fox hunt, and a woman dressed in 
mourning clothes standing before a 
gravestone (a date is indicated but it is 
only barely visible). 

This quilt records the events of this 
mult-generarional family and com

"It took me more than twenty years, 
nearly twenty-five, I reckon ...My 
whole life is in that quilt. All my joys 
and my sorrows are stitched into 
those little pieces.. .my hopes and 
fears, joys and sorrows, loves and 
hates. I tremble sometimes when I 
remember what that quilt knows 
about me." 

From this example and from other 
quilts on display, an indication of the 
complexities of quilt-making is con
veyed. Besides the practical uses of 
quilts, they served the inner world of 
their makers. A woman 's private 
thoughts were recorded in the quilt's 
abstnct language. Knowing the sym
bolic significance of each d~tail is less 
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important for the viewer than being 
aware of the visual language implicit 
in quilt-making . The medium 
required idea, events, and stories to 
be simplified as much as possible. 

In addition to the above example 
with its symbolic gestural language, 
this resulted in another qUilt, from 
1923, entitled, Leaves. What at first 
appears to be ·merely decorative 

I' becomes more significant when we 
understand that the world of nature 

was used by the individual quilt
maker to express her response to 
creation. In the icongraphy of natural 
symbols, each leaf-here rendered in 

.a botanically precise manner-has 
"'emblematic associations that repres

II ents the quilt-makers faith in crea
" tion . (The evergreen represents 

eternal faith , the oak leaf is a symbol 
of strength, etc.) 

The idea of faith is atso addressed in 
a quilt depicting a Biblical narrative. 
Garden of Eden includes a grapevine 
with clusters of grapes in sculptural 
relief winding around the perimeter, 
evoking the Biblical associations of 
the grapevine. In a central diamond
shaped area, the figures of Adam and 
Eve express both anxiety and horror 
with their emotional gestures. Typo
graphy is incorporated into the scene 
in the form of labels that enable us to 
understand the intended significance 
of the quilt-maker. The Tree of Life 
and Tree of Knowledge are indicated , 
as is the River Tigress. A poem also 
appears in this central scene along 
with a large hand with the index fin
ger pointing to the title of the scene. 

The quilts appearing in the exhibi
tion almost without exception are of 
an outstanding quality. They have 
obviously been cared for extremely 
well over the years. The oldest quilts, 
with their work done in relief rather 
than by applique have received a bit 
more wear than the others, but this is ' 
understanable given that relief-work 
is easier to be ':>rushed against and so 
damaged. The quilts have, withqut 
exception , retained their colors well. 
These quilts should be seen at close 
range to fully ap'preciate the craft 
involved in their execution and 
assembly. The brilliance of the 
designs and patterns is, however, 
immediately apparent, even from a 
distance. 
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TIle Glenda Callender Bulletin Board: LvM. you are a lot! love Preppie To the w hIte t o mado in black . Yes, yes, I see it now.. . A PhD is clearly In 
Glenda- We really do love you even though you wake us up, get you food, your future. Good luck and I' ll see you in about 20 term papers. -Cu z 
change the chan n ei for you, and endless other things. We'll miss you. Danny M.R. Finch: You m ay be my grandpa. but I love you li ke a brother. 
Don't make too m any cakesl With hugs, your daughter. . Kathy-Sue, Linda-Marian, Christine-Jan, Leslie-Dabney: May we never 

forget how special it was! 
Dear F-1: So you think that Glenda is a good 'RA? You should 

hear what she says about you in the RA office. 


Glenda- Don't you think you've gone a bit too far this time? 


-Well I guess after 4 years it's about time you got it right. 


Glenda-How many people from your family live on your hall? 

What about the rest of us suckers (like me!) on this staff? Love M.D. 


So that's what your hall thinks about you! Not according to your 
evaluations! Love, Peter 


You may bribe your hall but you have bur respect. 

How do you spell toilet GI~nda? And you're graduating? 


Glenda- So that's what happened to your CAC funds! 

I guess you do this better than you hang signs. It's good you 
don't have a balcony outside your window. Love, A.B. 

Glenda Callender For President! 

Chuck, You've been a good ear, an understanding mind, and a good friend 
to have. -Psych. Major 

Heidi: Thanks for everything you've shared with me- when you 
reach the stars don't forget to drop me a line (and this time 
bring a spoon!)~ I love you. -Your Heiress 

You're in Puerto Rico- Your face is missing!!! What will you do, what 
will you do?!?! 

Live, Love and Laugh•••and remember, I can't wait! Candles 
and Ice (Phhhhhhh••• ) 

E: Please don't feel threatened- I'm not greedy. I like your shots but 
love your smile. -8 . 

Hey, straight ladies, come out of the closet. 

I agree with you, you're swell. Thanks for being such a 'good 
influence' on my life. Are you embarassed? Good. 

Hey straight boys, I wish I could get into some of your closets with you 
(Julius) 

To LaUnos Unidos- Your party made me wish I could be hispanic, but 
it's a tittle late to choose. You are all wonderful! Thanks for a great 
evening! -A fan . 

The Purchase Ensemble Theatre (PET) is looking for board 
members for next year. If interested, leave a note in the PET 
mailbox in the info. booth with name, phone number and box 
number. 

To that semi-French girl from the isle of Lesbos. It still can be 
To those who are interested, Hi! J am a senior and want someone to fill the wonderful. Take off your shades and stay clear of H-Street. -Eyes 
lonely nights. I don't care what sex you are as long as you are male. I'm 
gay and proud of it and need someone to fulfill my fantasies. Box 0205, 
CRC 

To _he Latinos Unidos Organization, Thankyou for sharing your Liz baby! At long. last ~t looks like you might be geHing your head out 
delicious food and good spirit with us all. The mailroom never of the clouds of insanity and mass confusion(Senior theSis). 
smelled so good! Sincerely, Susan Adler. Remember our date for a bottle of wine out on the mall still holds! -K 

To: Emperor, Driver, Trini, Slick , Bean, Kid, Chef, Winiff, French, Mel, 
Born Saturday April 18,4 AM M.S.T.: Amy Katherine Mottola. Daughter of Chicken Soup, Mr. Tan, and the Janettes. Farewell and god bless. I'll sure 
Mr. & Mrs. William C. Mottola. She weighed in at 6 Ibs., 13.5 ozs. and was miss you all, Scholar. 
20 inches long. I'm an uncle and soon to be a godfather! -John M. 

(J32JKL) They all think I have long beautiful legs, actually 
they're too short and knobby knees...They'li never knowSLC: Geaorge and Ethel regret any inconvenience or misery 
7709.21 to 8005.24. Bye, you all had your chance.caused by their untimely, tragic and very wet death. 

The 11th Commandment: Tune in to WPUR "Uncle Stevie" every Friday Clythle, I knew you were stupid but now I know you are also funnye. 
from 5-7 for no less than the best in jazz fusion. 

To that dancing Zebra. Don't let me get too cllose, otherwise 
Y.T.- I never felt what you thought. Yet, I have always thought of what you you might lose your stripes. -Alp. 
felt. And if it seems to you that I've refused to think of what you're feeling, 
then maybe you've never thought much of what I've thought. -Too Many 
Circles 

Amy: It's not just your warm egg salad I adore, it's your warmth and 
friendsh ip ... oh, and your tunafish too . xxxxSue 

J.S., D.B. & L.R.: Youse make my coconuts rattle and my chunks applaud. 
Thanx. I luff you. 

. 

How much sex have you had? I don't remember, I stopped when I reached 
2.1 x 104 

( 

It's better at Newcombe Hollow- Road Trip '81. 


Any vays I got home a tvelve and saw dee egyptian moss and said .. 
 1-
~1<1!_May tanks gats day didn't ate my vool and Kashmire svetter." 


FIND OUT ABOUT OMBUDSMEN in room 1020 Social Sciences! 


'"' 


